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An analysisis made of the various reactionsin which ozone and atomic oxygenare involved in the
stratosphere.At the presenttime, hydrogen,nitrogen,and chlorinecompoundsin the rangesparts per
million, parts per billion, and parts per trillion may have significantchemicaleffects.In the upper
stratosphere,abovethe ozonepeak, wherethere is no strongdeparturefrom photochemicalequilibrium
conditions,the action of hydroxyl and hydroperoxylradicalsof nitrogendioxide and chlorinemonoxide
on atomicoxygenand of atomicchlorineon ozonecan be introduced.A precisedeterminationof their exact effectsrequiresknowledgeof (1) the vertical distributionof the H•O, CH4, and H• dissociationby
reaction of these moleculeswith electronicallyexcitedoxygen atom O('D); (2) the ratio of the OH and
HO• concentrationsand their absolutevalues,which dependon insufficientlyknown rate coefficients;(3)
the various origins of nitric oxide production, with their vertical distributionsrelated to latitude and
season;and (4) the varioussourcesgiving differentchlorinecompoundsthat may be dissociatedin the
stratosphere.In the lower stratosphere,below the ozone peak, there is no important photochemical
productionof Os, but there exist variouspossibilitiesof transport.The predictabilityof the action of
chemicalreactionsdependsstrongly on important interactionsbetweenOH and HO• radicalswith CO
and NO, respectively,
whichaffectthe ratio n(OH)/n(HO•) at the tropopauselevel;betweenOH and NO•,
which lead to the formation of nitric acid with its downward transport toward the troposphere;between
NO and HO2, whichleadto NO• and its subsequent
photodissociation;
betweenCIO and NO, whichalso
lead to NO• and becomemore important than the reactionof CIO with O; and betweenCI and various
molecules,suchas CH4 and H•, which lead to HCI with its downwardtransporttoward thetroposphere.

All thesechemicalprocesses
aresubjectto manychanges
sincetheyoccurin thelowerstrat6sphere
where
seasonal,latitudinal,and evenday-to-dayvariationsof the ozoneconcentrationsare observedin association with advectiveand dynamictransports,which dependon meteorologicalconditionsas indicatedby
variations of tropopauseheights.
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INTRODUCTION

they were detectedby Huggins and Huggins [1890] as a new
groupof linesin the photographicspectrumof Siriusand finally identifiedby FowlerandStrutt [1917]as absorptionbandsof
atmospheric ozone.

The first quantitative analysisof atmosphericozone was
made by Fabryand Buisson[1913, 1921a,b] by a studyof the
ultraviolet absorption in the Hartley and Huggins bands,
leadingto the determination of absolutevaluesof the total atmosphericcontent. But the ozone problem in its general
aspectswas really developedafter the first world war, ascan be
seen from the publication by Fabry [1929] of 27 papers
presented at a meeting in Paris at which, as a result of his
observational

The aeronomyand meteorologyof atmosphericozone have
been studied by many scientistssincethe suggestionmade by
Sch6nbein[1840a, b] of the existenceof an atmospheric constituent having a particular odor (from Greek ozein, to smell),
its exact origin deducedby da la Rit•e [1845] from an electrical
dischargethrough pure oxygen.Ozone was chemicallyproved
to existin the troposphere,at groundlevel,by Houzeau[1858].
Its first clear spectroscopic
detectionrelated to the atmosphere
was made by Chappuis[1880, 1882] in the visible part of the
spectrum (Chappuis bands). However, during the same
period, Hartley [1881a] detectedin the laboratory the strong
ultraviolet absorption spectrum of ozone (Hartley band)
below 300 nm. At the sametime, he identified[Hartley, 1881b]
the atmosphericlimit of the solar spectrumdetectedby Cornu
[1879]. The principal conclusionreachedby Hartley [1881b]
was that ozone is a normal constituent of the higher atmosphere, being in larger proportion there than near the
earth's surface,and its quantity is quite sufficientto account
for the ultraviolet limitation of the solar spectrumat ground
level.As far as the Hugginsbands(X > 300 nm) are concerned,
Copyright¸
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work,

Dobson

had introduced

the real

meteorologicalsignificanceof atmosphericozone [Dobsonand
Harrison, 1926, 1927; Dobsonet al., 1929; Dobson, 1930]. At
the same meeting, Chalongeand Gb'tz[1929] had shown that
their daytime and nighttime observationsby a spectroscopic
method did not detectany variation in the total content of atmosphericozone.The first theoreticalapproachwasalsogiven

at this Parisconference
(May 1929)on atmospheric
ozoneby
Chapman [1930], who had introduced the first aeronomic
analysis of the ozone problem. However, in 1930, it was not
yet possibleto reach a general understanding,sincethe ozone
peak was misplacedat an averageheight of about 45 km. A
detailed analysis of the main known facts regarding ,atmosphericozone at that time is given by Fabry and Buisgon
[1930] and Gb'tz [1931].
The

first

measurements

of

the

vertical

distribution

of

stratosphericozone were obtained by an indirect method introduced by GtStz in 1929 [Dobson, 1968] during his various
observationsat Spitzbergen. It is called the Umkehr method
and was further developedby Gb'tzet al. [1934]. The principal
results showed that the average height of the ozone layer is
only of the order of 25 km and that the main changesin ozone
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content appear to be centeredbetween10 and 20 km, a fact of
real meteorologicalsignificance.The literature on the subject
can be found in a summary published by G6tz [1938], and
complete accounts of the important advances in the experimental and theoretical aspectsof atmosphericozone are
given [Craig, 1950] for the period before direct soundings
made with optical instruments were introduced [Kulcke and
Paetzold, 1957; Vassy, 1958] and for the present using
chemical sondes [Regener, 1960; Brewer and Milford, 1960].

1972, 1974; Johnstonand Whitten, 1973; Nicolet, 1971, 1972,
1974;Crutzen,1971, 1973, 1974a;Dfitsch,1973;McElroy et al.,
1974; WoJ•yand McElroy, 1974]has led to the conclusionthat
NOo.is a dominant odd oxygendestroyer,at least above the
ozone peak.
Finally, stratosphericchlorine (see article by Ryan and
Mukherjee [ 1975]in this volume for a descriptionof sourcesof

Since 1965, the use of chemical instruments has been the basis

After somehesitation[Crutzen, 1974a; Wofsyand McElroy,
1974] its role has been recognized[Clyne and Watson, 1974;
Cicerone et al., 1974, 1975b; Crutzen, 1974b; Wofsy et al.,

for the first analysisof meridionalcrosssectionsof the vertical
ozone distribution [Griggs, 1966; Dfitsch, 1969, 1971].
Today the rocket observations [Krueger, 1973], and particularly the continoussurvey of the stratosphericozone field
by satellites [Prabhakara et al., 1973; Heath et al., 1973;
Krueger et al., 1973], are leading to the possibility of an
analysison a planetary scale.However, when a detailedstudy
of the ozone exchange between the stratosphere and
troposphere is required, particularly in the region of the jet
streamwhere the most significantexchangesof air take place,
it is still necessaryto derive information from a synoptic
analysis,as was done by Piaget [1969, 1971]. A great amount
of effort is still neededto understandthe atmosphericmovements in the neighborhoodof the tropopause.
Stratosphericozoneis thereforeof real meteorologicaland
aeronomic significanceas a result of the work which was accomplishedduring the last 50 years.
,The photochemicaltheory put forward by Chapman[1930,
1943] was first developed for a pure oxygen atmosphere
[Mecke, 1931; Wulfand Deming, 1936a,b, 1937;Dfitsch, 1946;
Craig, 1950]and thereforewasgreatlyidealized.However,25
yearsago, vibrational rotational bandsof the hydroxyl radical
OH, which were identified in the airglow, [Meinel, 1950],
aroused interest in the photochemistryof hydrogen-oxygen
compounds [Batesand Nicolet, 1950a;Herzberg, 1951] and in
particular of methane [Batesand Nicolet, 1950b]and of water
vapor [Bates and Nicolet, 1950c]. The photochemistryof atmosphericwater vapor, leadingto the action of hydroxyl and
hydroperoxyl radicals on the ozone distribution, was studied
in considerabledetail by Bates and Nicolet [1950c]. In 1950,
the analysis was difficult becauseof the grievous lack of
reliable basic data, and the study was limited only to the
mesosphereand lower thermosphere,wherethe photodissociation of water vapor and methaneoccur. But the study of the
possible action of hydrogen compounds in the stratosphere
became possible when the reaction of Ho.O with the
electronically excited atomic oxygen in the •D state was indicatedas a dissociationprocessby Cadle [1964]and Hampson
[1964]. The concentrations of O(•D) produced by ozone
photolysis in the stratosphere(and troposphere) are sufficiently large to lead to OH radicals,not only from water vapor
but also from methane and molecular hydrogen [Nicolet,
1970a]. However, the application to the stratosphere,with

stratosphericgaseous chlorine) has been introduced by
Stolarski and Cicerone [1974] as a possible sink for ozone.

1975a] since its possible action has been demonstrated in
variouspapersby Molina andRowland[1974a,b] and Rowland
and Molina [1975] in which the effect of industrial
cholrofluoromethanes and of tropospheric carbon
tetrachloridewas introduced.Ultimately, the action of natural
methyl chloride [Lovelock, 1975] with relative concentrations
of the order of 10-9 should lead, at the presenttime, to the
most important stratosphericchlorine source.
In fact, sinceall halogens(bromine, fluorine, chlorine, and
iodine) act as catalystsin the ozone destructionprocesses,
their aeronomic properties should be consideredwith their
natural and industrial sources when all experimental rate
coefficients,which are needed,are determinedwith accuracy.
Attention has been focusedrecentlyon atmosphericbromine
by WoJ•y et al. [1975b].
OZONE FORMATION AND DESTRUCTION

In order to describethe stratosphericproblemsof ozoneformation and destruction,it is necessaryto considerthe various
reactionsin a certain order. The first step is to introducethe
reactionsin a pure oxygenatmosphere,as given by Chapman
[1930, 1943], without horizontal or vertical transfer of ozone.
The secondstep is the introductionof hydrogencompounds
into the photochemicaltreatment of the ozone problem, as
was done by Bates and Nicolet [1950c], with the effect of the
electronically excited atomic oxygen in the •D state as introducedin the stratosphereby Hampson[1964]. The action of
nitrogenoxideson ozoneintroducedby Crutzen[1970]will be
studiedby consideringthe various reactionsthat are involved
in the stratosphere [Nicolet, 1965a, 1971; Crutzen, 1971;
Johnston,1971]. The problem of methane oxidation requires
special attention in the lower stratosphere;the various reactions mustbe consideredin detail [Levy, 1971, 1972, 1973;McCormellet al., 1971; Wofsyet al., 1972;Nicolet and Peetermans,

1973].Finally,theroleof chlorine
compounds
mustbedis-

cussed[Clyne and Watson, 1974; Watson, 1974; Molina and
Rowland,1975] in order to determinethe role of the CIOx cycle
in depletingstratosphericozone. It should be noted that the
detailson all reactionshavebeendistributedoverseveralyears
by the Chemical Kinetics Information Center, National
Bureau of Standards [e.g., Garyin and Hampson, 1974;
numerical rate coefficients for reactions of Oa with OH and Hampson and Garyin, 1975] and will be published in a
HOo. [Hampson, 1966; Hunt, 1966; Dfitsch, 1968; Hesstvedt, monograph of the Climatic Impact AssessmentProgram
1968;Leovy, 1969; Crutzen, 1969], has been difficult to accept (Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.).
becauseof the uncertaintyof the arbitrarily assumedvaluesof
REACTIONS IN A PURE OXYGEN STRATOSPHERE
the principal parameters, particularly in the lower
stratosphere. Only very recent laboratory measurementsinWhen dissociationof molecular oxygen occursthe oxygen
dicatethat the hydrogencompoundscannotexplainthe ozone atoms liberated by photodissociationmay recombinein the
behavior below the stratopause(<40 km), and it has been presenceof a third body (No.,Oo.):
proposed by Crutzen [1970] and emphasized by Johnston
(k•)
O + O + M-• Oo.+ M + 118 kcal
(la)
[1971] that oxides of nitrogen can play a leading role in the
stratosphericozone distribution. Subsequentwork [Johnston, A recentlaboratory analysis[Campbelland Gray, 1973]at 196
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However, this reaction,which playsa role in the mesosphere,
can be neglectedin the stratosphere,sinceoxygenatoms unite
with oxygenmoleculesto form ozone by
O + O•. + M --, O3 + M + 24 kcal

1doy

-

for which the rate coefficient, which has been measured with

good precisionby Huie et al. [1972] between200 and 346 K, is
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I
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Ozone molecules are destroyed by a two-body collision

(ks)

O + Os -, 20•. + 94 kcal

(3a)

Recent measurementsover the temperature range 200-300 K
by Krezenskiet al. [1971], over the temperaturerange269-409
K by McCrumb and Kaufman [1972], and between 220 and
1000 K [Davis et al., 1973d] lead to a value which is not too
different

from

ks = 1.1 X 10-•e -•'•5ø/rcms s-•

(3b)

Therefore by using (2b) and (3b), the ratio k•./ks, which
plays an important role in the equilibrium equation of
stratosphericozone, can be written as

k•./ka = 10-•3e•'66ø/T
cms

(4)

If J•.and Js are the photodissociation
coefficientsof O•. and
Oa, respectively,the equationsgoverningthe ratesof changeof
the concentration of ozone and atomic oxygen, n(Os) and
n(O), are

[dn(O)/dt] + 2kln(M)n•'(O) + k•.n(M)n(O•.)n(O)
+ kan(Oa)n(O) = 2n(O•.)d•.+ n(Os)ds

(5)

and

[dn(Oa)/dt]+ n(Oa)Js+ ksn(O)n(Os)=k•.n(M)n(O•.)n(O) (6)
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium time scales for ozone in a pure oxygen atmosphere: less than 1 day above 45 kin, more than 1 year below
25 km for daytime conditions.

stratosphere for a pure oxygen atmosphere. From this
preliminary analysisit can be concludedthat there are important differencesbetweenthe upper and lower stratospheres.At
and immediately below the stratopausethe time required to
reachphotochemicalconditionsis lessthan one day; at 20 km,
with an equilibrium time of severalyears, a completedeparture from photochemical equilibrium conditions, and even
from steady state conditions that include a transport term,
must be considered.Nevertheless,it is not possibleto reach an
agreement between the calculated values under photoequilibrium conditions, even at the stratopause, and the
observedvalues [Krueger, 1973] when the ozone problem is
considered in a pure oxygen atmosphere. It can be shown
[Nicolet, 1974] (Figure 2) that the observedconcentrationsare
lessthan the calculatedvaluesand that there is no possibility
to modify the numericalparameters:k•.and ksare well-known,
n(M) and n(O•.) are atmosphericconcentrations,J•.cannot be
wrong by more than 30%, and Js is sufficientlywell-known. An
aeronomicpossibilityis that the increaseof the effectivevalue
of Js is due to various actions of HOx, NOx, and CIO•.

which lead to

dt

-

I i IIIIJ

0 3 EQUILI BRI UM T I ME SCALE(see)

process

dn(O)

i

REACTIONS IN A HYDROGEN-OXYGEN

an(O.)

-Jr- dt

A hydrogen-oxygenatmosphere seems to be very complicated [Batesand Nicolet, 1950c].However, when an analysis

-Jr-2k•n(M)n2(O)-Jr-2kan(Oa)n(O)
= 2n(O2) J2

(7)

In the stratosphere,reaction (1) takes place very slowly and
can be omitted in all photochemical discussions of
stratosphericozone. Furthermore,atomic oxygenis alwaysin
photochemical equilibrium with ozone. Therefore the rate
of changeof n(Oa) in a pure oxygenstratospherebecomes
dn(Oa)
2k3 Ja
--Jdt
k2n(M)n(02)

0
n2(3)

= 2n(O2) J2

ATMOSPHERE

of the various reaction rates is made, a certain number of them

can be ignored, and for several years it was assumed [e.g.,

STRATOSPHERE

' ''

OZONE
KRUEGER

•0

(8)
PHOTO EQUILIBRIUM

Introducing the time r,(Oa) necessaryto attain 50% (or to

Sec

X

=

6

reach80%from50%)of thel•hotochemical
abundance
n.(Oa),
we obtain

r,,(Oa) = 0.275n.(Oa)/n(O•.)d•.

(9)

With numericalvaluesit can be shown[Nicolet, 1974](Figure
1) that photochemicalequilibriumcan be adoptedfor n(Oa) at
the stratopause.From (8), the equation
n.•'(Oa) = (k•./ka)n(M)n•'(O•.)(d•./ds)

(10)

representsphotochemicalequilibrium conditionsin the upper

io

ioIO

i0II

1012

iOG

OZONE CONCENTRATION{cm-3)

Fig.2. Observed
andcalculated
ozone
profiles.
Calculahon
for
photoequilibriumconditionsat various solar zenith anglesx, secx =
1, 2, 4, and 6. Range in ozoneobservationsof 24 rocketflightsbetween
58øS and 64øN by Krueger [1973].
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Hunt, 1966; Leovy, 1969] that the reactionsof OH and HO•.
radicalswith O and Oa were the essentialreactionsexplaining
the aeronomic behavior of stratosphericozone.
The reactionsinvolvingonly a singlehydrogenatom (free or
combined) and one of the allotropic forms of oxygenare as
follows: A three-body reaction involving atomic hydrogen
leads to a hydroperoxyl radical:
(a•)
which

H + O•. + M ---, HO•. + M + 46 kcal

(11a)

has the rate coefficient

a• = 2.1 X 10-3•'e
•øø/r

(lib)

Simonaitisand Heicklen, 1973a; Davis, 1974] for ao. A value
such as

ae = 1.6 • 10-19'e
-1øøø/rcma s-1

(16c)

leads to 5.5 X 10-14 cma s-1 at room temperature [Anderson
andKaujman, 1973]and to 1-2 X 10-14cm3s-1 at temperatures
of the lower stratosphere.Suchvaluesare less(by more than a
factor of 10) than the values which were used during several
years in the aeronomic study of the lower stratosphere.The
rate coefficientof (16b) is not yet precise;however,it is possible to deduce a working value, and

aec = 1 X 10'1ae-19'•ø/T
cma s-1
(16d)
correspondingto an averagevalue of two laboratory determinations [Kurylo, 1972; Wongand Davis, 1974;Davis, 1974]. may be consideredas an acceptableaveragevalue betweenthe
At the stratopauseand in the upper part of the stratosphere values obtained by Simonaitis and Heicklen [1973c] and
DeMore and Tschuikow-Roux[1974]. Such a value of the rate
the reaction of H with Oa cannot be neglected:
coefficientleadsto 3 X 10-16cm• s-1 in the lower stratosphere,
(a•.)
H + Oa ---,O•. + OHo < g + 77 kcal
(12a) i.e., a very low value.
The principal reaction leading to OH in the upper
A new value for the rate coefficienthas recentlybeendeduced
stratosphere
involves atomic oxygen [Kaufman, 1964], for
(M. A. A. Clyne and P. B. Monkhouse, private communicawhich there is no laboratory measurement:
tion, 1975); it is

a•. = 1.2 X 10-•øe-56ø/rcm3 s-•

(12b)

leading to 1.5 X 10-• cma s-• at the stratopause.
The production of hydroperoxyl radicalsby
(aa)

H + O3 • O + HO•. + 22 kcal

(13)

with a rate coefficienta3that hasnot beenmeasured,and by a
three-body associationprocess
(a4)

OH + O + M -• M = HO•. + 63 kcal

OH + O -• H + O•. + 17 kcal

O + HO•. ---,O•. + OHo<6 + 55 kcal

(15a)

Laboratory data [Clyne and Thrush, 1963; Kaufman, 1964,
1969; Breen and Glass, 1970; Westenberget al., 1970] indicate
possiblevaluesbetween2 and 7 X 10-• cm3 s-•. A value such
as

1 and 7 X 10-11 cm3 s-1, and we write

a7 = 1-7 X 10-11 cm• s-1

(15b)

may be consideredas a working value with a possibleerror of
+50%.

It is clear that if the effects of (15) are important in the
mesosphereand at the stratopause,they becomenegligiblein
the lower stratospherewhere other processesinvolving ozone
can play a role. The chain reactioninvolvinghydroxylradicals
and ozone introducedby McGrath and Norrish [1958], which
has been used and rejected severaltimes due to the lack or imprecisionof experimental data, can now be considered,since
sufficientlyprecisevaluesof the rate coefficientshave beenobtained.

mine the exact ratio a,/a•, which must be known in order to

calculatepreciselythe effectof theseradicalson the ozoneconcentration at the stratopauselevel.
In addition to these various collision processes,the possibilityof photodissociation
of the hydroxyland hydroperoxyl
radicals may be considered:

(a6)

OH + O3-, HO•. + O•. + 39 kcal

(16a)

HO•. + O3-• OH + 20•. + 31 kcal

(16b)

and

(aoc)

OH + hv-• O + H

must be finally considered.Very recent measurementshave
been reported [Andersonand Kaufman, 1973; DeMore, 1973;

(18)

Such a reaction will be ignored (as = 0) evenif there is a possibility of a dissociationowing to the predissociationof the
A •'2;+ state for levels v' > O.

The absorption of HO•. has been observed [Hochanadelet
al., 1972; Paukert and Johnston, 1972] and should lead to

(a9)

HO•. + he ---,OH + O

(19)

It is certain that the photodissociation
process(19) is lessimportant than reaction (17) in the upper stratosphere.
As for the photodissociationprocess
(a•o)

HO•. + hv-• H + O•.

in which the bonds between

The reactions

(17b)

evenif experimentalresults[Hochanadelet al., 1972]have been
simulatedusing the highestvalue. It must be pointed out here
that experimentaldata are urgently neededin order to deter-

(as)
a5 = (4 + 2) X 10-• cm• s-•

(17a)

Reactions(15) and (17) mustbe comparedsincetheyrepresent
at the stratopauselevel the chain reactionwhich is involvedin
the ozone-destroyingmechanismthrough the direct attack of
oxygen atoms and reformation of oxygenmolecules.There is
no way to substantiateany value of the rate coefficientbetween

(14)

with a conventionalvalue of the three-bodyrate coefficienta4,
is neglectedin comparisonwith that of reaction (11).
An important reactionin the mesosphereand in the upper
stratosphereis the bimolecular process
(as)

(a7)

(20)

H and O atoms are difficult

to

break, it can be ignored, and a•0 = 0.
Expressionsfor the equilibrium ratios of' n(OH)/n(H) and
n(HO•.)/n(H) (Figure 3) can be easily obtained for the
stratopause level and the upper stratosphere,since only a
limited

number

of' reactions

n(OH)
n(H)

is involved.

Thus

a•n(M)n(02) + a2n(Oa)
a•n(O)

(21)
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n(HO•)
n(H)

a•n(M)n(O2)
a,n(O)

(22)

n(OH)
ain(M)n(02) q- a2n(Oa) a7
=
.-n(HO2)
a• n( M)n (O2)
a5

(23)

The conventionalequation (10) for equilibrium conditions
at the stratopausefor a pure oxygenatmospherebecomes,in a
hydrogen-oxygenatmosphere,
k2

2'

J3

n2(Oa)
= • n(M)n
(02)Ja(1
q-A)
with the correction

H•. + O(1D)

(28)

is a mesosphericprocessabove70 km due to the effectof solar
Lyman a at 121.6 nm. If an effect on H•.O causedby oxygen
atoms in their normal

state •P has not been detected

the reaction was endothermic, an important processwill occur
with oxygen atoms in their first excited state, 1D [Engleman,
1965]:

(al•.) O(1D) + H•.O--• OH + OH*(v _<2) + 29 kcal (29a)

al•. =--al? = 3 X 10-1ø cma s-1

asn(OH) -{- a7n(HO2)

2kan(Oa)

(25)

order of 10? cm-a.

In the lower stratosphere, the conventional equation (8)
must be replacedby

q- n(Oa)[2kan(O) q- a0n(OH)--I- a0cn(HO2)]
= 2n(02) J•.

because

(24) for which a relatively precisevalue can be adopted

The correction term (25) showsclearly that it is difficult to
make an exact numerical application of the effect of hydroxyl
and hydroperoxyl radicals on the ozone concentrationin the
upper stratosphereand lower mesosphere.All applications
which have been made lead to equivocaldeductions.The only
possibleconclusionis that a controllingeffectby the hydroxyl
and hydroperoxyl radicals on the ozone concentrationat the
stratopauselevel requiresthat their concentrationsbe of the

dt

H•.O + hv •

term

A=

dn(Oa)

The photodissociationof H•.O which leads to
(all)

and
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(26)

(29b)

if we adopt the most recentexperimentalvalues[Heidner et al.,
1973; Cvetanovic, 1974]. With the O(•D) concentrationswhich
exist in the stratospherethere is permanent (daytime) production

of OH

radicals.

However, unpublishedmeasurements
(H. I. Schiff, private
communication,1975) indicatethat al? is only of the order of
2 X 10-xø cma s-• at room temperature and has a negative
activationenergy leading to about
al? = 8 X 10-"e •'55/rcma s-1

(29c)

The normal photodissociationprocess

(a,,)

H.O + hv-

HCS) + OH(X'n)

(30)
,

which can still occur in the stratosphere,is lessimportant than
the reaction process(29).
Finally, when dissociationof water vapor proceedsthrough
(29), its re-formation may occur through

(al,)

H + OH + M -• H•.Oq/ M + 118kcal

(31)

(a15)

H + HO•.-•- OH + OHo_<•* + 39 kcal

(32)

wherethe term 2kan(O) is very small. In a hydrogen-oxygenatmospherethe ratio n(OH)/n(HO•.) in the lower stratosphere which can be neglected,as contrastedwith the treatment in
would be
other possibleaeronomicprocesses,such as a16and
The reaction of hydrogenatoms and hydroperoxylradicals
n(OH) a0,
(3 -t- 1) X 10-•ø
1
leads to two hydroxyl radicals:

n(HO2)
- a0-- (1.5q-0.5)X 10-x4-- 50 (27)

at a temperature of the order of 210 + 10 K.
With a negligibleproductionof ozone at this level (with no
transport involved), a reduction in 2 months of the ozone
concentration to 50% of its initial value requires at least 5 X

This reaction has been observed[Cashionand Polanyi, 1959],
but it is not yet possibleto find a precisevalue for its rate
coefficient. A review by Lloyd [1974] and a discussionby
KauJman[1974] on rate coefficientsa•5,a•.0,and as and their
106 OH molecules cm -a or 3 X 10• HO•. molecules cm -a. A
specialstudyis required,therefore,to determinewith precision ratios indicate the difficult in adopting correct values.
The reaction betweentwo hydroxyl radicalsleadsto the rethe various processesinvolved, including the simultaneous
productionin the lower stratosphereof OH and HO•. radicals, formation of water vapor:
their related reactions, and their final destruction.

The production of hydroxyl radicals in the stratosphere
must result first from a dissociationprocessof water vapor.

(a16)

OH + OH--• H•.O + O + 17 kcal

If recent laboratory measurements[Westenbergand de
Haas, 1973a; Trainor and yon Rosenberg, 1974a; Clyne and
Down, 1974] are considered,T = 300 K, the following value
is adopted:
a•6 = 2 X 10-1ø'cma s-1

02

(33a)

(33b)

In addition to the two-body process(33), the three-body association

d•"•+03
Fig. 3.

•

Q6c --

•

;)7

--'0

06

+03

%-

ß
- HOz
ß

Reaction schemeof H, OH, and HO•. showingtheir interconnection at the stratopause.

(a16M)

OH + OH + M -• H•.O•.+ M

(33c)

must be introduced with the rate coefficient[Trainor and yon
Rosenberg,1974a]

a•6M = 2.5 X 10-Sin(M)cm a s-1

(33d)
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In the same way, the reaction between hydroxyl and
hydroperoxyl radicals leads to H•.O:

(a•7)

OH + HO•.-• H•.O + O•. + 72 kcal

(34)

Laboratory resultsby Hochanade!et al. [1972] lead to a very
high value of the rate coefficient
a•? = 2 X 10-•ø cm3 s-•

(35)

n(OH)Ia•6n(OH)
q-a•?n(HO2)
q-aaon(H202)
2 X)n(CH4)+
q-c2(1-b2?n(HNOa
=a_*n(O*)[n(H2)+
n(H2)+
l-•+
Xn(CH4)I
(40)
2

This value should be acceptable, since another analysis
[DeMote and Tschuikow-Roux,1974] resultsin 1.6 • 10-1ø,

To obtain this equationit is necessary
to studythe reactions
involving nitrogen oxidesand methane. But, in the discussion
believedto be accurateto within a factor of J.' Under these concerningthe more important reactionsof hydroxyl and
conditions the reaction between OH and HO•. becomes the
hydroperoxylradicals the reactionsinvolving HO•. and H•.
most important causeof re-formation of water vapor in the must be considered.
stratosphere.However, if a much lower value is used, as was
Molecular hydrogen, which is a permanentconstituentof
suggestedby Kaufman [1974] and given by Hack et al. [1975], the troposphere(0.5 ppm), cannotbe completelyneglectedin
the determination of the OH + HO•. concentration remains an
the stratosphere,and its observationmay lead to the underunresolvedproblem.
standingof stratosphericaeronomicprocess.It is formedby a
Other reactionscan lead to the formation of H•.O, but they three-bodyassociationof two hydrogenatoms
are not as important in the stratosphereas the reactionsthat
(a•.•)
H + H + M • H•. + M + 103 kcal
(41)
lead to its re-formation. The three-body association
(a•8)

H•. + O + M -• H•.O + 116 kcal

(36)

which can be neglected,as is not the case with bimolecular
processes.

should have a small rate coefficient,sinceit is spin-forbidden
when normal oxygen atoms are involved and is therefore
neglected.
The exothermic reaction between H•. and OH

(a•9)

H•. + OH -• H•.O + H + 15 kcal

(37a)

210 and 410 K results in

a•9 = 1.8 X 10-•e -•'3•'ø/rcm• s-'

(37b)

This reactionmay be introducedinto the aeronomicchemistry
of molecular hydrogen.
Finally, in addition to (32), the reaction betweenhydrogen
atoms and hydroperoxyl radicalsmay lead to the re-formation
of H•.O:

(a•.0)

H + HO•.-• H•.O + O + 55 kcal

(38)

The rate coefficient a•.0 should be of the same order of

magnitudeas a,5,but no acceptablevalue hasbeenfound. This
reaction is neglectedin the formation of stratosphericwater
vapor but is related to the formation of H•. (see (a•.a)).
According to the precedinganalysisof the dissociationand
re-formation of the water vapor in the stratosphere,it is clear
that the dissociationof water vapor leads to the following
equation for equilibrium in a pure oxygen-hydrogen atmosphere:

n(H20)a*n(O*)

= a2on(H)n(H02)

q- n(OH)[a16n(OH) q- a1?n(HO2)q- a10n(H2)] (39a)

This equation corresponds,in the first approximation, to
n(H•.O)ax•.*n(O*) = ax?n(HO•.)n(OH)

(a•.•.)

reaction

H + OH -• H•. + O + 2 kcal

(42a)

requiresa high activationenergy[Baulchet al., 1972]

requiresa relatively high activation energy [Greiner, 1969]. A
recent laboratory measurement [Smith and Zellner, 1974]
between

The

(39b)

where n(O*) is the concentration of excited oxygen atoms.
However, we must take into account the effect of H•. and CH•

in the productionof OH radicalsand also the reactionprocessesresulting from the presenceof H•.O•.,CH•, and HNOa.
The final equation will be

a•.2= 1.4 X 10-•4Te-a5øø/rcma s-•

(42b)

In fact, a more importantmodeof molecularhydrogenformation occursthrough the reaction of hydrogen atoms with
hydroperoxylradicals
(a•.3)

H + HO•.-• H•. + O•. + 57 kcal

(43)

for which a precisecoefficientis not available.This reaction,
which occurswith a•, and a•.0,has an important role in the
mesosphere;
it can producemolecularhydrogen,whichmay be
transported downward into the stratosphere.
The destructionprocess

(a•.4)

H•. + O -• OH + H - 2 kcal

(44a)

which is endothermicby about 1.9 kcal, cannot be neglected
above100km, wherethe temperatureis relativelyhigh.Its rate
coefficientrecommendedby Baulchet al. [1972] is
a• = 3.0 X 10-•4Te-•8ø/r cm• s-1

(44b)

In fact the processwhich attacks molecularhydrogenin the
stratosphereis the reaction

(a•4*)

H• + O(1D) -, H + OH*(v < 4) + 44 kcal

(44c)

with a rate coefficientthat is assumedto be equal(for the purpose of aeronomic calculations in the stratosphere)to a•.*
[Cvetanovic,1974; Heidner and Husain, 1973], i.e.,
a•.•* = 3 X 10-•ø cma s-•

(44d)

However, more recent measurements(H. I. Schiff, personal
communication, 1975) indicate that a•.•* is only about
1.3 X 10-'ø cm3 s-• at room temperature and has an activation
energy which leads to about
a•.4* = 5 X 10-•øe-4øøItcm• s-•

(44e)

Thus a•.•* decreaseswith temperature when a•.* increases.
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Consideringthe numericalvaluesof the variouscoefficients, (a:•0)
H + H:O:-• H: + HO: + 14 kcal
(49b)
the chemicalconditionsfor molecularhydrogenare written, to
Experimentalevidence[Klemtnet al., 1975;Gorseand Volman,
a good approximation, as
1974] indicatesthat the role of (49) in the stratosphereis not
dn(H2)
important.
But the reaction between a hydroxyl radical and
d- n(H2)[a24*n(O*) q- a•o(OH)]
dt
hydrogen peroxide
= n(H)n(HO2)a2a

(45)

(aa0)

OH + H:O:-•

H:O + HO: + 30 kcal

(50a)

The H•. destructionprocesses
occurin the stratospherewhile is important, since its rate coefficientis of the order of 1 X
H•. production is particularly important in the upper l0 -•: cm-8 s-• at 298 K with an activation energyof the order
mesosphere.Since lossprocessesare very slow, the chemical of 1.2 kcal/mol. According to various laboratory determinaequation must be written
tions [Greiner, 1968; Gorse and Volman, 1972; Hack et al.,
0n(H2)
Ot

-[-

O[n(H•)w]
Oz

1975], the following value can be used

-[- n(H•)[a•4*n(O*)-[-

a•on(OH)]
a8o= 8 X 10-•:e-6øøItcma s-'

= n(H)n(HO2)a:3

(46)

wherew is the diffusionvelocity.Stratospheric
Ha dependsnot
onlyon its concentrationin the troposphere(the lowerboundary condition) and upward vertical transport, but also on
possibledownward transport from the mesosphere,where
there is a productionsource.Also, Ha can be producedby
reactionsinvolvingCH4, as will be shownin the analysisof
stratosphericmethane.

stratosphere.Finally, the reaction betweenoxygenatoms and
hydrogenperoxidemoleculeswill be considered,sinceatomic
oxygenis an important minor constituentof the stratosphere:

(aa•a)

O + H:O:-• H:O + O: + 86 kcal

(,51a)

(as•0)

O + H:O:--• OH + HO: + 15 kcal

(5lb)'

H: + hv--, H + H

aa• = 2.75 X 10-':e -:':5/r cm8 s-'

doesnot occur below 100 km and is thereforeneglected.
Finally, various reactionswith nitrogenoxidesin which H,
OH, and HO•. are involved,whichcan modifythe pictureof a
hydrogen-oxygenatmosphere,will be introducedin another
section. However, a reaction such as
(a:6)

and will result in a rate of about 5 X 10 -•8 cm 8 s-x in the lower

The total rate coefficient obtained in a recent publication
[Dat;is et al., 1974b] is

The photodissociation
of molecularhydrogen
(a:5)

HO: + NO-•

(50b)

(51c)

leading to a value of about 1 X 10-•6 cm8 s-• in the lower
stratosphere,i.e., much smaller than (as0),which is the principal stratosphericreactionwith the photodissociationprocess
of H:O:.

Experimentalevidencedoes not rule out O(•D)-H:O: reactions such as

OH + NO:

in the stratosphereshouldbe kept in mind beforereachingany
final conclusion;it will be consideredas reaction(b:9),equation (129).

(as•*)

O(•D) + H•.O•.-• OH + O•. + 60 kcal

(51d)

with a rate coefficient of the order of 10-xø cm8 s-•. However,

In the foregoingdiscussion,hydrogenperoxidewas not considered, and its reactions were not listed. However, it is
producedby a two-body process

like (,51a),it is a very slow lossprocessof hydrogenperoxide.
Hydrogen peroxidecould reactwith nitrogenoxides;for example,

(a:7)

(as•.)

HO: + HO:-•

H:O: + O: + 42 kcal

(47a)

with a ra'tecoefficientwhichdoesnot requirea highactivation
energy [Foner and Hudson, 1962]. Recent values of the rate
coefficientsat room temperature are

a:7 = (9.5 + 0.8) X 10-•: cma s-'

(52)

This reaction is negligible(see reaction (b80)) like
(a88)

NO•. + H•.O•.•

HNO8 + OH + 4 kcal

(53)

(47b)

which is not used in stratospheric aeronomy [Gray et al.,
1972].
Various rapid reactions such as

(47c)

(a84)

accordingto Hochanadelet al. [1972], or
a:7 = (3.6 + 0.5) X 10-•: cma s-•

NO + H•.O•.-• HNO•. + OH + 11 kcal

H + NO•. • OH + NO + 30 kcal

(54)

accordingto Paukert and Johnston[1972]. More experimental can be neglected,sinceother reactions(here H + O8 -• OH +
O•.) are always more important. However, two reactionswith
of the various

data are needed before the correct evaluation

effectsof these important reactionscan be obtained.
The photodissociationof H:O: is known from laboratory
measurements,and the essentialprocessin the stratosphereis
(a•.6)

H:O: + hv--, 2OH

(48)

The variation of the photodissociation
coefficientd.,o, with
the solar angle is particularly important in the lower

stratosphere,
whereits valuedecreases
to 10-6 _<d.,o, < 10-•
S-1.

H + H•.O•.--• H•O + OH + 69 kcal

monoxide

(as•)

must be considered.

The first

HO•. + CO -• CO•. + OH + 64 kcal

(55)

however, is without importance, since a3• < 10-•'ø cm3 s-•
[Simonaitisand Heicklen, 1973b;Davis et al., 1973c].As far as
the reaction of CO with OH is concerned,

(aa6)

OH + CO-• CO•. + H + 24 kcal

(56a)

can play a role in the lower stratosphere,sinceits rate coeffi-

cient[Greiner,1969;SmithandZellner,1973;Westenberg
and

The reaction with atomic hydrogenleads to
(a•.9•)

carbon

de Haas,

(49a)

1973b; Davis et al.,

Rosenberg,1974b]is

1973a; Trainor and yon
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stratosphereto the absolute values of the CO and NO concentrations, and the behavior of OH and HO•, which affectsall

H

chemicalprocessesbelow 20 km, requiresan exact knowledge
of their rate coefficientswith nitrogen oxides.Thus equation
(23) can be adoptedas the upper boundarydaytime condition
at the stratopauselevel

n(OH)

a•n(M)n(02) •

n(HOe)
=

0H ,
. H202

•

026

o30
+NO

n(OH)
a6cn(03) • a•6n(NO)
=
n(HO2
aon(Oa) -'l- a36n(CO)

•

=

Fig. 4. Partial reaction schemeof H, OH, and HO• indicating the
complexityof their interactions,particularlyin the lower stratosphere.

(59)

and, for a low tropopause,
n(OH)
a26n(NO)
=
n(HO2)
a36t/(CO)

a• = (1.25 + 0.25) X 10-•s cms s-•

(60)

(56b)

in the lower stratosphere.
The limiting value would be, according to Sie et al. [1975a],
a36M• = 3.6 X 10-•s cm3 s-1

(58)

In the lower stratospherefor daytime conditions, we have

.% .

=

a2n(03) a7

a•n(M)n(O•) 'as

(56c)

If only important reactions(Figure 4) from a• to as6are considered with photoequilibrium conditions,which can be applied to H and OH in the stratosphere, the important
ratio n(OH)/n(H02) can be written:
n(HO2)[a6cn(03)+ a?n(O) + a,?n(OH)
+ 2a•?n(HO•) + a•6n(NO)]

Thus aeronomicbehaviormustbe discussed
with specialattention being given to the lower stratospherein order to determine how ozone can be affected by the variation of the
n(OH)/n(HO•) ratio. The absolute values of the OH and HO•
concentrationsmust be determinedto establishquantitative
effects (equation (26)). Before final conclusions can be
reached,laboratory measurementsare neededon various reactionssuchasOH + HO,. (a•7),HO,. + HO,. (a9.7),O q- HO,. (a7),
NO + HO• (a2o),and H+HO• ((a•5),(a20),and (a•s)) in order to
determine their rate coefficientswith accuracy.
REACTIONS AFTER OXIDATION

OF METHANE

Methane, which is mixed in ,'he troposphere,is photodissociated in the mesosphereand is dissociatedby oxidation
+ ason(H20•) + as6n(CO)] (57)
processesin the stratosphere.
Atomic oxygenattacks methane [see,for example,Nicolet,
With the aim of illustrating the day equilibrium represented
1974] through
by (57), two figures have been prepared. In Figure 5 the
various percentages of the different coefficients affecting (q)
O(sP) + CH• • CHs + OH - 2 kcal
(61a)
n(OH) are given [Nicolet, 1974]. In the upper troposphereand
which, endothermicby about 2 kcal.,is a slow reaction.Its rate
lower stratospherethe dominant path transforming OH to
coefficient,which is not known with precision,is only about
H --• HO• is the reaction with CO. It is therefore necessaryto
[ Westenbergand de Haas, 1969]
know the exact concentration
and vertical distribution
of
= n(OH)[asn(O) + a6n(Os) + a•,n(H•)

carbon monoxide in the lower stratosphere.In the lower and
cx = 3.3 X 10-iie -46øø/T
cms s-•
(6lb)
middle stratosphere the reaction of OH with Os plays the
leading role. At the stratopauseand in the upper stratosphere But, in the stratosphere,the reaction of CH4 with atomic oxthe reactionwith atomic oxygentransformingOH to H + HO• ygen in the electronicallyexcited •D state is rapid; it leadsto
becomesthe principal process.The effect of H• and also of (cxa*)
O(XD) + CH4 -• CH3 + OH + 44 kcal
(61c)
H2CO and CH• (not shown here) may be neglected,although
they can play a role in the lower troposphere.
As far as HO• is concerned,it can be seenin Figure 6 that, in
n(OH)
[a5n(O).a
6niO3).a36niCO]
the lower stratosphere,the reactions with nitric oxide cannot
be neglected.The exact role of NO dependson the absolute
value of the rate coefficient,which is not yet well-known, and
c
also on the vertical distribution of its concentration, which is
• 30
extremelyvariable in the lower stratosphere,particularlywhen
the variations of the tropopauselevel are important. As for
-

/.,0
_

I I I IIIIII I I I 1II•_
_

OH, the effects of the reactions of HO• with Os and O occur in

the middle and upper stratosphere,respectively.At 30 kin,
there is a simultaneous

effect of about

.,• 20

30% of the reactions

with OH, HO•, and O. Thus the main featuresof Figures5 and

6 correspond
to theeffectonOH andH0• ofatomicoxygen
at
the stratopauseand in the upper stratosphereand to the effect
of Os in the middle stratosphere and also in the lower
stratosphere,where the action of carbon monoxide and nitric
oxide becomesextremely important. The essentialfeatures of
the ratio n(OH)/n(HO2) appear very sensitive in the lower

10i
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C•

i
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Fig. 5. Profiles(percentages)of various terms affectingOH in the
determination of the ratio n(HO2)/n(OH), to be consideredas examples.
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where the rate coefficientis (N. Washida and K. Bayes,private
communication, 1975)

50
I' n(HO
2)Loec
n(O3).,.a
?n(O).,.al?
n(OH).,.

[ [ -['"[2a27
[['n[(HO2)'"O26
[•1n(NO)]
• ][[II
F•

401_HO2
•

o••..

s•cx :•

c4o= 6.5 X 10-13e
-lø9ø/rcm3 s-1

_

(64e)

Methylperoxy radicals react with oxidesof nitrogen [Spicer
et al., 1973; Simonaitis and Heicklen, 1974b; Levy, 1973; Pitts

• •o

et al., 1973; Pate et al., 1974]. The principal process,and
perhapsthe sole mode of reaction for nitric oxide, is
(Csa)

20

10
_ •ø2 "•
5

10

50

100

PERCENTAGE

Fig. 6. Profiles(percentages)of varioustermsaffectingHO•. in the
determinationof the ratio n(HO•.)/n(OH), to be consideredas examples.
and also

(cio*)
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OOD) q- CH4---} H•. + H•.CO

(61d)

CH•O,. + NO---, CH•O + NO,.

(65)

i.e., an oxidation of NO to NO,.. No numerical value is
available for the rate coefficient(see Levy [1972, 1973], who
has adopted csa> 5 X 10-13 cm3 s-i).
CH30,. and C HaO could react with NO,. (J. Heicklen, private
communication, 1975) to produce HNO3 and HNO,., respectively:

(C6Ctl)

CHaO•.+ NO•. • CH30•.NO•.

(66a)

(c6•.)

CHaO•.+ NO, • H•.CO + HNO3

(66b)

(c6•)

CHaD + NO, • CHaONO•.

(66c)

CH30 + NO•.-• H•.CO + HNO•.

(66d)

(C6at)

which occursto the extent of 9% [Lin and DeMore, 1973b].The
total rate coefficientfor OOD) [Greenbergand Heicklen, 1972;
Heidner and Husain, 1973; Cvetanovic, 1974] is

The ratio C6Ct2/(C6ctl
"3-C6{12
) wouldbe about0.25 and C6Cii/(C6cit
+
c6a•)-• 0.08. A new analysisis required,sinceit is extremely

(c,.)

(c,a)

important to determinethe behavior of nitrogenoxidesin the
cl* = 3 X 10-lø cm3 s-1
(61e) lower stratosphere.If O(aP) + CHaOs.-• H•.CO + (O•. + H)
has a rate coefficient greater than 3 X 10-ll cms s-1
almost identical to the reactionsof O(1D) with H,. and H,.O. (N. Washida and K. D. Bayes,private communication, 1975),
However, unpublishedmeasurements(H. I. Schiff, private it should be added to reactions (c,) and (c6).
communication, 1975) indicate that cl* is only about 1.3 •
The photodecomposition of formaldehyde [McQuigg and
10-1øcm3s-1 at room temperatureand is not thereforeidentical Calvert, 1969; Calvert et al., 1972; Sperling and Toby, 1973;
to al•.* and a•.4*.
T. Osif and J. Heicklen, private communication, 1975]
The other important reaction in the stratosphereis
proceedsby radical and molecular paths:

with

OH + CHi--, CH3 + H,.O + 15 kcal
a well-defined

(62a)

rate coefficient

c,. = 3.5 X 10- l•'e-lsoo/rcm3 s- 1

H2CO + hv-• HCO + H

(67a)

H2CO + hv-, CO + H2

(67b)

and

(62b)

(C7b)

basedon laboratory measurements
by Greiner[1970], Davis et
al. [1973a], and Margitan et al. [1974], which leadsto a value
of 4 X 10-16 cma s-1 at 200 K in the lower stratosphere.
Methyl radicals,which are producedby oxidation processes
of CH4, may react rapidly with atomic oxygen

which lead to the production of formyl and carbon monoxide
with atomic and molecular hydrogen, respectively.In view of
the importance of the production of hydrogen atoms which
leads to HO2 and of the generation of hydrogen moleculesin
the stratosphere,the relative and absolute importance of the
(c,)
CH, + O---, H + H,.CO + 67 kcal
(63a) dissociationcoefficientsd,co-, and dco-,2 must be known
with precision.
A rapid reaction such as
with a ratecoefficient
[Slagleet al., 1974;Washida
andBayes,
1973]

(cs)

c, = 1.5 X 10-lø cm3 s-1

(63b)

OH + H,.CO-•

HCO + H,.O + 36 kcal

must be also introduced, since [Morris and Niki, 1971] its rate

This reactionshouldbe importantin the mesosphere,
but in coefficient, at 300 K, is
thestratosphere,
methylradicalsreactby a three-bodyprocess
c8 = 1.5 X 10-11 cm3 s-1
with molecularoxygen:

(c4a)

CH3 + O,. + M -, CH,O•. + M + 26 kcal

(64a)

The rate coefficientwith M =- N,. is [Bascoet al., 1972]
c4a = 2.6 X 10-3in(N,.) cm3 s-•

(64b)

with a limiting value
c4a• = 4.3 X 10-i3 cm3 s-1

(c4•,)

CH3 + O,.-, CH,.O + OH

(68b)

The reactions of atomic oxygen and hydrogen with formaldehyde lead also to HCO
(c9)

O + H,.CO-•

OH + HCO + 15 kcal

(69a)

with a rate coefficient[Herron and Penzhorn,1969; Mack and
Thrush, 1973] at 300 K of
c• = 1.5 X 10-13cm3 s-1

(64c)

The following reaction must also be considered:

(68a)

(69b)

The reaction with atomic hydrogen is still lessrapid
(64d)

(clo)

H + H,.CO-•

H,. + HCO + 15 kcal

(70a)
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with [Ridley et al., 1972; Westenbergand de Haas, 1972a]

c•0= 2.2X 10-•eL•Ssø/r

or is subject to photodissociation

(70b) (c•8)

i.e., c•0 = 4-5 X 10-•d cma s-• at 297 K. These two reactions,
(c9) and (cx0),can be neglectedbut (ca) cannot.
The formyl radical is rapidly photodissociated[Johnset al.,
1963]

(cn)

HCO + hv • CO + H

(71)

HCO + O•.-• CO + HO•. + 40 kcal

(72a)

with a relatively high rate coefficient[Washidaet al., 1974]
C12
a = 5.7 X 10-x•' cma s-•

(72b)

(c•9)

CH80•.NO + hv-• CH80•. + NO

(79)

CH80•.NO•. + hv-• CH80•. + NO•.

(80)

and

Reactions of CHa, CH80, and CH80•. with ozone have also

been considered [Simonaitis and Heicklen, 1975a]. The experimental resultsare
(c•.•)

CH8 + O8-• O•. + H•.CO + H

(81a)

with

and is aeronomically more important (O•. >> O) than

(c•.01)

HCO + O • CO + OH + 87 kcal

(72c)

(c•.o2)

HCO + O -• CO•. + CH + 112 kcal

(72d)

even with a high rate coefficient [Washida et al., 1974]
c•.o = 2.1 X 10-xø cm8 s-•

(78)

Finally, if methylperoxynitrite and methylperoxynitrate are
formed, the photodissociationshould be consideredto be

(c•.0)

but reacts also with molecular and atomic oxygen

(cx•.a)

CH80•.H + hv -• CH80 + OH

(72e)

The ratio c•.Ol/C•.o2
would be 1.4 accordingto Westenberg
and

c•.• = 5.4 X 10-1•'e
-•'•/r

(8lb)

and lead to a value of the order of 5 X 10 -x8 cm 8 s-1 in the

stratosphere,which is not sufficientto competewith reactions
involving O•.. The reactionsof CH80 and CH80•. with O8 lead
to <2 X 10-•5 and <2.4 X 10-•7 cm8 s-1, respectively,and are
negligible.
If it is certain

that

the final

result

of the destruction

of

de Haas [1972b] and about 1 accordingto Mack and Thrush
[1973].
The reaction of HCO with OH is also rapid [Morris and
Niki, 1971]

methane is the production of water vapor moleculesand of
carbon monoxide [McConnell et al., 1971; Wofsyet al., 1972],
it is not yet clear how to determinethe intermediatepaths and
their effect on ozone equilibrium [Nicolet, 1974; Crutzen,
1974a;McConnell, 1974]. Figure 7 showshow CH80•., CHaO,
(c•8)
HCO + OH -• H•.O + CO + 95 kcal
(73a)
and H•.CO are three stratosphericconstituentson the transforwith
mation routes of C Hd into H•.O and CO. Unfortunately, it is
cx8= 1.5 • 10-•1 cm8 s-•
(73b) not yet possibleto deducehow the alkyperoxyl radical CH80•.
reactssimultaneouslywith NO•., NO, and HO•., the result bebut is aeronomically less important than (cid.).
ing that the nitrogendioxideproductionis fixedin comparison
In addition to the reaction with NO of the methylperoxy with the formaldehydeproduction leadingto HO•. and also to
radical CH80•., other reactions must be introduced [Levy, H•.. Ozone will be affected according to the various types of
1972, 1973]:
conversion of NO to NO•. and CH•, to OH and HO•.. It is
critical
that thesevarious uncertaintiesbe resolvedby new and
(cid)
CH80•. + CH80•.-4 2CH80 + O•.
(74a)
definite experimental measurements.
with [Parkes et al., 1973]
Thus with equations (61) to (81), it is possibleto apply
equilibrium conditions to H•.CO and HCO. Without
c•d = 3.3 X 10-•d cm8 s-•
(74b)
neglectingany reaction'
which would be comparablewith c5for concentrationsof NO
n(H•.CO)[JH-HCO+ JH9.-CO
q- c8n(OH) + c,n(O) + c10n(H)]
and CH80•. of the same order of magnitude, but may be
neglectedin a first analysis;nevertheless,
the removalof CH80
= n(CHd)[c•n(O) + c•a*n(O*) + c•.n(OH)] = n(HCO)
can be consideredby the reaction with O•.

[JH-cO+ c•.n(O•.)
,_+
c18r/(OH)]
+ n(H•.CO)JH2_CO(82)

(cxs)

CH80 + O•.-• HO•. + H•.CO

(75a)

with a slow rate coefficient(J. Heicklen, private communication, 1975) of the order of
c• = 1.6 X 10-•Se-88øø/r

(75b)

CH•

I • +NO
2

to lead to a lifetime of CH80 of the order of a few hundreds to

1000 s in the lower stratosphere.However, it is necessaryto
considerthe possibleeffect of HO•. on CH80•. as follows:
(c•6)
for which

CH802 + HO2-• CH802H + 02
no measured

rate coefficient

is available.

(76)
With

a

relatively high value there would be a competitionbetweenc•
and c•6in which NO and HO2 would be involved,respectively.
According to Levy [1972], CHaO2H either reactswith OH

(c•7)

CHaO2H+ OH --, H202 + CHaO2

(77)

.

• HNO3 + H2CO

+ NO

• CH30 + NO2

+

• CH3O2H+ 02

+OH

+hv

CH30 + O2-•HO2 + H2CO

+

m•
02

HNO2 ßH2CO

[hV
/

•

CO

H2

CO

2HO
2

Fig. 7. Reaction schemeof the dissociationof methane in the
stratosphereleadingto the productionof carbon monoxide.Direct
reaction CH8 + O2 -o HaCO + OH should be added.
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and with the principal reactions:

On(H.)

n(H2CO)[J}•_}mo+ J}•.-co + csn(OH)] = n(CH4)[c•,*n(O)

+ c2n(OH)] = n(HCO)c•n(O•) + n(H•CO)J}•._co

(83)

This last equation shows that it is possible to deduce all
aeronomicparametersif the photodissociationpaths are sufficiently well-known and if the vertical distribution of stratospheric methane is determined.

Ot

'-[-

O[n(H.)w]
Oz

tin(H)
dt

+

tin(OH)

+

dt

tion of H2 is neglectedand is written as follows:

a•Tn(OH)n(HO•)= a*n(O*)[n(H•.O)+ n(H•) + •n(CH•)]
+ •c:•n(OH)n(CH•)
OH

2c•an(HCO)q- 2c,7n(CHsO2H)]

= n(CH4)[cln(O) q- c•a*n(O*)]
q- n(CHsO)cl•n(O,)

(84)

tin(OH)

dn(HO2)

dt

dt

dt

and

HO•

radicals

that

lead to the formation

of

stratosphericH20 in a hydrogen-oxygen
atmosphereinvolving
methane. Nevertheless,it must be pointed out that the complex interactionsamongthe variousreactionsrequire a more
reliable data base in order to determineaccuratelytheir final
action on the stratosphericozone, particularly in the lower
stratosphere.
REACTIONS

With conditions (83), (84) becomes
tin(H)

(90)

This equationrepresentsthe principalproduction'processes
of

dt

q- 2n(H,CO)J•_•co

a14n(OH)]

A simpleapproximationof (88) is obtainedwhenthe produc-

and HO• in CH4

dn(HO2)

q- n(OH)[c2n(CH4)q-

'-[- n(H.)[a.4*n(O*)'-[-

--cl•*n(O*)n(CH4) q- n(H,CO)c7• q- a,an(H)n(HO,) (89)

If we considerthe variousreactionsinvolvingthe production and loss mechanisms of H, OH,
stratospheric aeronomy, we may write
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IN A NITROGEN-HYDROGEN-OXYGEN
ATMOSPHERE

q- n(OH)c,n(CH4)[1

-- X]

--[- 2n(OH)[c•an(HCO) --[-c17n(CHaO,H)]

= n(CH4)[c•n(O) q- c•a*n(O*)][1 q- X]
'-I- n(CHaO)Cl,n(O.)

(85)

with

The presenceof nitrogenoxidesin the upper atmosphererequiresthe production of atomic nitrogen [Nicolet, 1945, 1965a,
b; Bates, 1952] or the dissociationof nitrous oxide [Batesand
Witherspoon,1952; Bates and Hays, 1967]. This problem was
developedby Nicolet [1955a, b] in relation to the airglow. In
the ionosphericregions, ionic reactionslead to excited atoms
N(•D) [Norton and Barth, 1970; Strobel et al., 1970; Nicolet,'
1970b;Strobel, 197la, b], which react rapidly with O• to form
nitric oxide molecules.In the stratosphere,the reaction of the
electronicallyexcited oxygen atom OOD) with N•O [Nicolet,
1971] has been consideredas an important sourceof nitric oxide [Nicolet and Vergison,1971; Crutzen, 1971; McElroy and
McConnell, 1971; Nicolet and Peetermans, 1972; Johnston,
1972]. Cosmic rays [Warneck, 1972; Nicolet and Peetermans,
1972; Brasseurand Nicolet, 1973; Nicolet, 1975], must also be
consideredas an additional source,particularly at mean and
high latitudes(geomagneticlatitude q, > 45ø). In addition, a
suggestionhasbeenrecentlymade by Crutzenet al. [1975] that
the solar proton eventsare also stratosphericsourcesof nitric
oxide. Another source of nitric oxide [McConnell, 1973; McCormelland McElroy, 1973] would be troposphericammonia,
if it shouldreachthe stratosphere.Finally, it might be usefulto
consider[Ackerman, 1975] the possibleintrusion of nitrogen
oxides into the stratospherewhen they have a high mixing
ratio at the tropopauselevel. Nevertheless,the possibleaction
of past nuclearexplosions[Foleyand Ruderman,1973](and of
a nuclearwar [Hampson,1974]) on the stratosphericnitric oxide production cannot be ignored. A definitive statementcannot be givenif referenceis madeto the variouspublicationsindicating no detectableeffect [Goldsmithet al., 1973;Bauer and
Gilmore, 1975] or leading to a discernibleeffect [Johnstonet
al., 1973] on atmosphericozone. Various typesof analysisof
ß

X =

2 2s-sco

J•-•co

'-[- J•.-co '-[-csn(OH)

(86)

If laboratory measurements[Sperlingand Toby, 1973; T.
Osif and J. Heicklen, private communication, 1975], which

seem to indicate that J.-.co

> J.•.-co + csn(OH), in

disagreementwith other studies[McQuigg and Calvert, 1969;
Calvert et al., 1972], are accepted,the ratio X could be greater
than unity, and the steadystate conditionsof (85) would lead
to

2n(OH)[clan(HCO)

--[- c17n(CHaO•H)]

= n(CH4){[cln(O) -[- cl,•*n(O*)][X --}-1]
--}-c.n(OH)[X --}-1]}

(87)

which are the principal terms that must be introduced into the
water vapor production when methane is present. Instead of
(39), the additional terms (87) and the effect of H• lead to

n(OH)[a•on(OH) --[- a17n(HO•) q-- aaon(H.O•)
--[- 2c•an(HCO)--[- 2c•7n(CHaO. H)]

--[
*--[n(H•)a•4*
--[--ci.*n(CH4)
l'-•2-Xln(O*
)
--

n(H•O)a•

ozone

data

should

be made

in

order

to

understand

the

geographicaldistribution of the ozone fluctuations.An example is given in the analysismade by Rudermanand Chamberlain
[1975]; they study the modulation of the production of nitric
oxide by cosmicrays on stratosphericozone and the possible
(88)
effects related to artificial sources. However, correlations
between solar activity and ozone may have various aspects
Two reactions,(c•o*) (equation (61d)) and (c70)(equation [Londonand Oltmans, 1973; Paetzold, 1973] which indicate
(67b)), are paths for the formation of H• that can be in- that statisticalanalysesmust be combinedwith a knowledgeof
troduced in the stratosphere,and then (46) becomes
physical processes.
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The formation of nitric oxide can be due to a three-body

(bx)
with

which is usedin the stratosphereby all authorsin the following
form'

process

N + O + M -• NO + M + 150 kcal

n(NO2)
b4n(Oa)
=
n(NO)
JNo.o

(91a)

a rate coefficient

b• = 9.1 x 10-aa(300/T)a/•'n(M)cma s-•

(9lb)

(97)

The scheme of the principal reactions related to the
photochemistry of O-O• in the stratosphere is given in
Figure 8 which correspondsto the following equation (see
equations(20), (24), (26), and (96)):

deduced from measurementsmade by Campbell and Gray
[1973]. However, beforeconsideringother nitric oxide formation processes,it is convenientto simplify the studyof nitric
dn(O•)
oxide by analyzing its reactions with atomic oxygen and
'3- n(Oa)[aon(OH)'3- a0cn(HO2)]
dt
ozone, the principal active constituentsof the chemosphere.
First, there is the three-body process
q- n(O)[2kan(Oa)'Jr-asn(OH) -3- a7n(H02) 'Jr-2ban(NO2)]

(b,.•t)

O + NO + M -• NO,. + M + 72 kcal

(92a)

with a relativelyhigh rate coefficientrecommendedby Baulch
et al. [1973]
b,r• = 3.0 X 10-aae91ø/rn(M)
cma s-•

= 2n(O2) &.

whichshowsthat the correctionterm for the photoequilibrium
region in the equation

(92b)

n(Oa)
= • n(m)n2(O2)
ßj•(• + •4)

and a limited value at high pressure[Gaedtkeand Troe, 1975]
b,r•o = 3.0 X 10-• cma s-•

(98)

(92c)

(99)

is

This three-bodyprocessleadingto the formation of nitrogen
dioxide must be compared with the radiative process

A=

asn(OH) -3- a7n(HO2) -3- 2ban(NO2)

2kan(Oa)

(100)

Thus it can be concludedthat nitrogenoxidesplay an important role in the verticaldistributionof stratosphericozone,and
which leads,accordingto Beckeret al. [1972], at low pressure
all authors have introducedtheir effectsusingreactions(b,),
to the following value of the rate coefficient
(b•), and (ba), since the first work by Crutzen [1970]. This

(b,)

O + NO-•

NO, + hv

(92d)

b, = 4.2 X 10-•s cma s-•

(92e)

and which becomes,accordingto the resultsof Golde et al.
[1973],

b,•o= 1 X 10-•6 cm* s-•

(92f)

Two bimolecularprocesses
must be consideredas essential
aeronomic reactions. One is the reaction with oxygen atoms

(b,)

O + NO,-•

NO + O, + 46 kcal

(93a)

catalytic destruction
(ba)

NO2 + O-•

NO + 02

NO + Oa--, NO2 + 02

(J•o,)

NO2 + hv -, NO + O

must have its major action abovethe ozone peak, whereany
departurefrom photoequilibriumconditionsis not very great.
To determinethe behaviorof nitric oxide, it is necessary
to
examineaeronomicreactionsin which atomic nitrogenis effectively involved.The only direct destructionof nitric oxideis its

which is a relatively rapid reaction almost independentof
temperature[Davis et al., 1973b;Slangeret al., 1973;Bernand reaction with atomic nitrogen:
et al., 1974].The following rate coefficient(averagevalue) may
(b6)
N + NO -• N2(v > 0) + O + 75 kcal
be adopted
b• = 9.3 X 10- •"cm • s-•
The other

(bi)

reaction

of nitric

Oa + NO-•

(93b)

oxide with ozone

NO,. + O, + 48 kcal

(101a)

with a relatively high rate coefficientat 300 K [Phillips and
Schiff; 1962]
b6 = 2.2 X 10-xx cma s-•

(10lb)

(94a) Between298 and 670 K the rate coefficientis given by the ex-

has an activation energyleadingto bi - 1.8 X 10-• cm• s-• at
298 K, according to various laboratory measurements
[Johnstonand Crosby, 1954; Clyne et al., 1964], and to

bi = 1.2 X 10- •'e- •25o/rcm• s- •

(94b)

In addition to these reactionsinvolving NO,, the following
photodissociationprocessoccursin a sunlit atmosphere
(bs)

NO•. + hv(X < 398 nm) -• NO + O

(95)

Since the lifetime in the solar radiation field of NO, molecules

is 200 < TNO•< 100 S, a photoequilibrium[Nicolet, 1955a]
must therefore exist and will lead to the ratio n(NO,)/n(NO):
n(NO•.)
b2n(O) -4Fb4n(Oa)
=
n(NO)
JNO2-3- ban(O)

(96)

Fig. 8. Reactionsoccurringin a nitrogen-hydrogen-oxygen
atmosphere
that are related to the productionand lossof odd oxygen.
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pression

bll = 8.7 X 10-l:t cms s-1

b6 = (8.2 + 1.4) X 10-11e-(46ø-+•ø•/'•
cms s-1

(101c)
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(107b)

In addition, thereare two possiblephotodissociation
processes:

according to Clyne and McDermid [1975]. Such a reaction is
not important in the stratosphere,exceptin the caseof excep- (JNO:-O)
tional artificial disturbances
when atomic nitrogenis produced. and
The reaction of atomic nitrogen with molecular oxygenis a
normal processto producenitric oxide. A normal atom NOS) (,]NO-O•)

NOs + hv --, NO: + O

(108)

NOs + hv • NO + O•.

(109)

leads to

The photodissociationof NOs -• NO + O•. was adopted for
severalyearsby variousauthors [Crutzen, 1973, 1974a;Levy,
1973] following dohnston [1974]. However, a recent comwhich has a high activation energy. The last laboratory
munication
by H. S. Johnston (unpublishedmanuscript,
measurement[Becker et al., 1969] results in
1975) indicatesthat the photodissociationshould be NOs •
b7 = 5.5 X 10-l•'e-s•'øø/rcms s-1
(102b) NO•. + O and not process(109). Such a result is important,
sinceit indicatesthat the nighttime process(b9) of formation
However, the reaction of molecularoxygenwith excitedatoms
of nitrogentrioxide is counterbalanced
by its daytimephotoN(•'D) is more rapid, since
dissociation.The destructionprocessof ozone in the lower
(b**)
N(•'D) + O•. • NO + O + 87 kcal
(102c) stratosphere,which was consideredas follows,
(b•)

NOS) + O•.-•NO(v

> 0) + O + 32 kcal

(102a)

leads to an average value of the order of
b** = 7 X 10-1•'cms s-1

(102d)

(bg)

NO•. + O• • NOs + 0•.

(110a)

(JNO-O,)

NOs + hv • NO + O•.

(111)

accordingto measurementsmade by Lin and Kaufman [1971],
Slanger et al. [1971], and Husain et al. [1972].
In addition to the lossprocessof nitric oxide (b•), which occurs only when atomic nitrogen is sufficientlyabundant, it is
necessaryto considerthe photodissociationprocesswhich occurs in the mesospherebut which can also play a role in the
upper stratosphere[Cieslik and Nicolet, 1973]:

must be replaced by

(b•)

(bl•.)

NO + hv(X < 1910 nm)--• NO + O

(103)

Thus the photoequilibrium conditionsbetween N and NO
can be defined by reactions (b•), (b,), and (b•):
n(O•.)[b,n(N) + b**n(N*)] = n(NO)[J•o + b•n(N)]

(104)

(JNO•-O)

NOs + hv • NO•. + O

where (110a) and (110b) are associated.Nevertheless,there are
other reactionsinvolving NO•., particularly for nighttime conditions in the lower stratosphere. The following processes
should

be considered

NO8 + NO•. + M -• N205 + M + 22 kcal (112a)

with the rate coefficients[see Baulch et al., 1973]

b12M
= 2.8• 10-Søn(M)
cmss-1

which are reached at about 20 km. The endothermic

(b•)

(b18)

(105a)

bl•.M•o= 3.8 X 10-1•' cms s-1

NOa + NO•.--, O•. + NO - 4 kcal

which leadsto the productionof nitrogentrioxide, must be in- would have a rate coefficient [Baulch et al., 1973]
troduced. Various recent laboratory measurements[Johnston
bls = 2.3 X 10-1Se-l{løø/T
cms s- 1
and Graham, 1974b; Huie and Herron, 1974; Davis et al.,
1974a]give (6.1 + 0.1) X 10-1• at 200 K, correspondingto the
average value
b• = 1.3 X 10-lSe-•'4•ø/rcms s-1

(105b)

(b•0)

O + NO• + M • NOs + M + 50 kcal

(106a)

may occurin the regionwhereatomicoxygenis present.Its rate
coefficient [Gaedtke and Troe, 1975; Hippler et al., 1975] is

(112c)
reaction

(113a)

(113b)

leading to a value of about 1 X 10-le cms s-1 in the lower
stratosphere. The reaction between two nitrogen trioxide
molecules

(b14)

Also, the three-body reaction

(112b)

and

Other nitrogen oxides,suchas nitrogen trioxide, tetroxide, and
pentoxide, must be considered [Nicolet, 1965a]. In the
ozonosphere,the reaction
Oa + NO•. • NOa + O•. + 26 kcal

(110b)

NOs + NOs • 2NO•. + O•. + 18 kcal

(114a)

requires a high activation energy for stratosphericvalues. A
suggestedvalue for the rate coefficient[Baulchet al., 1973] is

bl• = 5 X 10-1¾-søøø/rcms s-1

(114b)

leading to a value of about 1 X 10-19 cms s-1 in the lower
stratosphere.
and
From this analysisof the variousreactionsof nitrogen trioxide,
it is not clear if NO• can play a major role in
b10uoo
= 2.0 X 10-11 cms s-1
(106c)
stratospheric
aeronomy.Its nighttimeformation (reaction(bg))
For daytime conditions, such reactions are followed by the is always compensatedfor by daytime destructionprocesses.
rapid process
However, the action of nitroxyl, nitrous acid, and nitric acid
must be consideredbefore determiningthe exact stratospheric
(bn)
NOs + NO • 2NO•. + 22 kcal
(107a)
conditions. Nevertheless,the problem of nitrogen trioxide and
for which [Harker andJohnston,1973;Gliinzerand Troe, 1973] pentoxide cannot be neglectedduring long nightswhen the acthe following rate coefficientcan be adopted (T = 297 K):
tion of their destruction processesis not important. In the
b10u = 8.0 'X 10-S•'n(N•.)cms s-1

(106b)
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same way, the three-body association leading to nitrogen
tetroxide shouldbe consideredonly for sufficientlylong nighttime

conditions

(bxs)

NOs + NOs + M-•N204

+ M + 14 kcal (115a)

for which the rate coefficientis small [Clyne and Thrush, 1962]

b•5 = 8 X 10-a4n(M) cm• s- •

(115b)

for the standard U.S. atmospheresat latitudes q = 15ø and q
= 45ø, respectively(with an efficiencyn(N2)/n(02) = •).
The reaction involving HO2 has not yet been observed,

(b2a)

HO2 + NO + M -• HNOa + M + 63 kcal

and may be neglected.
Beforeintroducingthe effectof the photolysisof HNO2 and
HNOa, the action of H, OH, and HO2 may be considered;

We will not analyze any reactionsdealing with the formation
(b2•)
H + HNO2-• H2 + NOs + 23 kcal
and destructionof nitroxyl, sincethey cannot affect the essential stratosphericprocesses:
is not important compared with

(b•6a)
(b•6r)
(b•;)

H + NO + M -• HNO + M + 49 kcal
H + NO-•
H + HNO-•

HNO + hv

NO + H2 + 55 kcal

(123)

(116a)

(b25)

(116b)

where

OH + HNO2-•

(117)

(124)

H20 + NOs + 38 kcal

(125a)

b25= 2.2 X 10-12cma s-1

(125b)

(b•8)

OH + HNO -• NO + H20 + 69 kcal

(118)

according to Cox [1974b]. The reaction of H with HNOa

(b•,)

HO2 + HNO-•

(119)

(b2e)

NO + H202 + 40 kcal

H + HNOa-•

H20 + NOs + 66 kcal

(126)

We considernow [Nicolet, 1965a]the variouspossiblereactions leading to nitrous and nitric acids. We begin with the
three-body association

is negligible;b2e< 2 X 10-15 cma s-1, accordingto Chapman
and Wayne [1974], as the reaction with atomic oxygenb < 2 X
10-•7 cma s-•. But the action of OH is important

(b2ou)

(b27)

H + NOs + M-•

HNO2 + M + 80 kcal

(120a)

which is negligiblein comparisonwith
(b•o)

.H + NOs-•

OH + NO + 29 kcal

(120b)

where (M. A. A. Clyne and P. B. Monkhouse, private communication, 1975)

b20- 4.9 X 10-•øe-•ø/• cma s-•

(120c)

Reaction (b•o) is rapid, but it is lessimportant than a threebody associationwith OH:
(b2•)

OH + NO + M-•

HNO2 + M + 60 kcal (121a)

Measurementsby Morley and Smith [1972] and Andersonet al.
[1974] lead to the same result,

b2m = 3.25 X 10-•2e•5ø/•n(M)cm• s-•

(12lb)

with the possiblelimit [Sieet al., 1975b]
b2m•, = 1.2 X 10-11 cm3 s-•

OH + HNOa-•

H20 + NOa + 15 kcal

(127a)

where

b27= 0.9 X 10-la cma s-1

(127b)

ff•:cording
to the mostrecentmeasurement[ZellnerandSmith,
1974; Smith and Zellner, 1975].
Another reaction which should be introduced [Simonaitis
and Heicklen, 1974a; Cox and Derwent, 1975] is
(b28,)

HO2 + NOs-•

HNO2 + O2 + 34 kcal

(128a)

with a reported rate coefficient
b28. = 1.2 X 10-la cma s-1

(128b)

However, more recentresults[Simonaitisand Heicklen, 1975c]
seemto suggestthat an important reaction of HO2 with NO2
could be a processlike the following:
(b28o)

HO•. + NO2(+M)-•

HO2NO2(+M)

(128c)

(121c)

leading perhaps to a long-lived complex at stratospheric
when the value aa•M• (equation (56c)) is usedfor comparison. temperatures.
The reaction of OH with NOs, which leads to nitric acid, is
The important reaction
also extremely important:
(b29)
HO•. + NO-• OH + NOs
(129a)

(b22)

OH + NOs + M-•

HNOa + M + 53 kcal (122a)

where [Andersonet al., 1974]

b22• = 1.1 X 10-•1e9øø/rn(M)cma s-1

(122b)

b22•, = 1 X 10-11 cm• s-1

(122c)

which

was

introduced

in

the

determination

of

the

n(OH)/n(H02) in the lower stratosphere,(equation (57)), has
a rate coefficientwhich is still not known with precision.Davis
et al. [1973c] and Payne et al. [1973] give

and

b29= 3 X 10-1a cma s-1

A theoretical analysisof the rate coefficientsb21and b22has
beenmade by Tsang[1973] in order to determinethe transition
from b• to b• in the stratosphere.
However, a very recentexperimentalanalysisby Anastasiet
al. [1975] leadsto the effectivesecond-orderrate coefficientfor
b22with n(N2) varying from 1.6 X 1019cm-a to 3.2 X 1017cm-•
between220 and 358 K. Using suchlaboratory data it is possible to deduce directly the effective rate coefficients correspondingto the formation of nitric acid in the troposphere

and stratosphere.
The averagevaluesin Table 1 are obtained

ratio

(129b)-

TABLE 1. Average Values of b2• (cm s-•) at Two Latitudes
Altitude, km
12
15
17
20
25
30
35

• = 45 ø
1.5
1.3
1.3
6.3
3.3
1.6
7.8

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10 -11
10 -11
lO -11
lO -m
lO -•
lO -m
10 -Is

•o = 15ø
1.2
1.6
1.8
1.2
3.3
1.4
6.7

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10 -11
10 -11
lO -11
lO -11
lO -1•
lO -•
10 -•ø'
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with a stated uncertainty of a factor of 3. Hack et al. [1975]
give

b:9 = 2 X 10-•e-•'øø/r cma S-x

0.2) x 10-•' at 300 K based on a•.7= 3.3 X 10-•' cma s-• and
Cox and Derwent [1975] obtain b:• = 1.2 X 10-•' cma s-• at

296K. There•tctions
ofhydrogen
peroxide
withnitrogen
dioxide and nitric oxide are too slow to play a role in the
stratosphere.According to Gray et al. [1972]
(ba0)

NO + H202 • OH + HNO2 + 11 kcal

(130a)

has a rate coefficient

aa0< 5 X 10-20 cma s-•
(130b)
With the formation of dinitrogenpentoxide(reaction(b•.)),
it is necessaryto introduce the reaction with H:O which is
often considered.According to Morris and Niki [1973],
(bs•)
would

N•.O5+ H•.O---, 2HNOa + 10 kcal
have a rate coefficient

(131a)

at 250 K of

ba• < 3 X 10-•'øcma s-•

(13lb)

However, the photodissociationmust be considered

(bs:a)

N:O5 + hv(X < 380 nm)•

NO•. + NOs

n(HNO:)[JO._NO+ JH-NO2 -3-b:sn(OH)]

= b:•n(M)n(NO)n(OH) + b:sn(NO:)n(HO:) (138)

(129C)

whereasSimonaitisand Heicklen [1975c]find b:9 = (1.02 +

n(NO:)[JNO2
+ ban(O)+ b•n(Os)+ b•on(M)n(O)

+ b•:n(M)n(NOs)+ b::n(M)n(OH) + b:•n(HO:)]
= n(NO)[b:n(M)n(O) + b4n(Os)+ 2b•n(NOs)

+ b:•n(HO:) + c,an(CHsO:)]+ n(HNO:)[JH_NO2

+ b:,n(OH)] + n(HNOs)JO._NO:
+ n(NOs)JNO:_O (139)
In addition, chemical equilibrium must exist for atomic
nitrogen, and we may write

n(N)[b•n(M)n(O) + b6n(NO) + b?n(O:)]
= n(NO)JNO + P(N)

dt

+

+

and the dissociationby collision

q- a•.n(H)q- aon(OH)q- ao,n(HO•.)

(ba:o) N•.O• + M -, NOs + NO•. + M - 22 kcal (132b)

q- b•n(NO)q- bon(NO•.)]= k2n(M)n(O•)n(O)

where [Baulchet al., 1973;Niki, 1974]
bs•.o= 2.2 x 10-*e-•7øø/rcms s-1

(132c)

bs:, = 0.104 s-•

(132d)

or

at 1 atm and 297 K [Harker and Johnston,1973].
Finally, particular attention must be given to the photodissociation

of nitrous

and nitric acids.

The primary products of HNO: photodissociationare

(JOH-NO) HNO: + hv(X < 585 nm)•

OH + NO

(133)

and

(JH-NO:) HNO•. = hv(X< 366nm)• H + NOs

(134)

(140)

where P(N) is the direct production of nitrogen atoms.
With the introductionof the reactions(c•) to (c:0)involving
the dissociationof methane,(b•) to (bs:)involvingall nitrogen
oxides, and (a•) to (as6)involving all hydrogenreactions,the
equationsgoverning the rates of changeof the concentration
of and atomic oxygen become
dn(Oa)

(132a)
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(141)

dn(O)
q_n(O)[2k•n(M)n(O)
q-k•.n(M)n(O•.)
q-kan(Oa)
dt
q- a,n(OH) q- a?n(HO•.) q- aa•n(H•.O•.)q- b•n(M)n(N)
q- b•.n(M)n(NO) q- ban(NOs)-3- b•on(M)n(NO•.)]

= 2n(O:)J•.q- n(Oa)Ja q- n(NO)J•o q- n(NO•)J•9•
q- n(NOa)J•o•-o q- n(N)[bon(NO + b?n(O•.)]

(142)

Sinceatomicoxygen(equation(142)) and atomicnitrogen
(equation(140)) are alwaysin photochemical
equilibriumin
the stratosphere,
the ozoneequation(141) becomes(a:n(H)
and 2k•n(O) being neglected)

Accordingto Cox [1974a],the secondprocessmay correspond dn(Oa) + n(Oa)[2kan(O)+ aon(OH)+ ao,n(HO•)
dt
to about 10% of the overall photodissociation.
The photodissociationof HNOa occurs according to the
+ b•n(NO) + bon(NO•.)]+ n(O){a,n(OH.)
process[Johnstonand Graham, 1973, 1974a]
+ a,n(HO•.)+ aa•n(H•.O•.)+ 2b•n(M)n(N)
(JoH-NO:) HNOs + hv(X < 320nm)---,OH + NOs (135)
with a quantum yield equal to unity at all wavelengths.
After this detailedanalysisof the variousreactionsinvolving

nitrogenoxides,we will considerthe principalchemi.cal
and

+ b•.n(M)n(NO)+ [baq- b•on(M)]n(NO•.)}
= 2n(O•.)J•. + 2n(NO)Jso

+ P(N)

photochemical equations. For daytime conditions, photoq- n(NO•.)J•o• q- n(NOa)J•o•-o
(143)
chemical equilibrium can be considered immediately for
Thus the addition of nitrogen oxides NO and NOs, which
N:O•, NOs, HNO:, and NOs, since their photodissociations
destroyodd oxygenby variousreactionsinvolvingozoneand
are sufficientlyrapid. We may write for N:O•, NOs, HNO:,
atomic oxygen,must be consideredwith its counterpart,the
and NOs, respectively,
photodissociationof NO, NOs, and NOs and'theN formation,

n(N:O•)[ba:+ ba:n(H:O)]= b•:n(M)n(NO:)n(NOs)

(136) asproductionprocesses
in additionto thephotodissociation
of
molecularoxygen.This doubleeffectof nitrogenoxidesshould

n(NOs)[Jso:_o
+ b•n(NO)+
b::n(M)n(NO:)]

beconsidered,
particularly
inpolluted
atmospheres
orinthe

= n(NO:)[bgn(Os)+
b•on(M)n(O)]
+ b:?n(OH)n(HNOs)atmospheric
regions
whereatomicoxygen
production
by
+ ba:n(N:O•)

(137)

photodissociationof molecularoxygenis small.
Having introduced in (143) the simultaneouseffectsof
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(136), (137), and (138) representing the photoequilibrium
equationsof N,.Os, NOa, and NO,., respectively,we may write
(reactions (bx), (&), and (bax)being neglected)
dn(Oa)

-3a7n(HO2)
q-aa•n(H202)
q-2ban(NO2)
= 2n(O2)J2 q-- n(NO)[2Jmo q-- b2•n(M)n(OH)

or-n(Oa)[2kan(O)-]a6n(OH)-]-a6cn(HO2)]

dt

q- b20n(HO2) q- csan(CHaO2)l q- P(N)

ør-n(O)[asn(OH)q- a7n(HO2)

-]" n(HNOa)b27n(OH) -- n(HNO2) Jo•-•o

-+- a•n(H,.O•)-+- 2b•n(NO2)]

Such an equation can representdisturbed conditions in the
stratospherewhen the photodissociationrate of NO,• is not
negligible in comparison with the photodissociationrate of
ozone. In the normal stratosphere,it may be assumedthat

= --n(NO,.)[b•n(M)n(OH)-Jr-b•sn(HO•)]
-- 2k•n(H•O)n(N•05) -Jr-2n(O2)J,.

n(NO,.)Jmo•
< n(Oa)Ja '

-+-n(NO)[2J•o-+-b•0n(HO•)-!-Csan(CHaO•)]
-+-P(N)-]- n(HNO•)[Jou-•o2-+-b,.7n(OH)]

-]- n(HNO,.)[Ju-•o2-]-b•n(OH)]

(148)

(144)

(149)

and the general equation (148) can be simplified as follows:
2
dn(Oa)
2ka Ja
+
n
dt
k2n(M)n(O=)

The fact that the equation governingthe rate of changeof the
concentration

dn(HNO•)
dt

of nitric

acid is

-]- n(HNO•)[Joa-•o•-]-

-]- n(Oa)< [a6n(OH)-]- a6•n(HO=)]

b•7n(OH)]
-]--

= b,•,•n(M)n(OH) -Jr-n(NO,) q- 2b•n(H,•O)n(N,•Os) (145)

rapidly, particularly in the lower stratosphere((JoI•-NO,.)
being too small), and it is difficult to determinethe exact effect
of HNOa in (144). Nevertheless,by introducing its photochemical equilibrium value in (144), the ozone equation
related to stratosphericchemicalconditionsis simply written'
dt

-{- n(Oa)[2kan(O)-Jr-aon(OH) -{- aocn(HO,.)]
-Jr-n(O)[a•n(OH)-Jr- a=n(HO2)
-3- aa•n(H=O=) -3- 2ban(NO,.)]

[a,•n(OH)

-]-a7n(HO2)-+aaln(H202)-]"
2kan(NO)]}

indicates that photoequilibrium conditions are not reached

dn(Oa)

k2n(M)n(02)

= 2n(O2)J2 -3- n(NO)[2JNo q- b21n(M)n(OH)
-3- b2o(HO2) q- csn(CHaO2)] q- P(N)

-]-- n(HNOa)b27n(OH) -- n(HNO2) Joa-•o

(150)

Since Ja/k,n(M)n(O,.) increaseswith height, the effective
action (ba) of NO,. on the ozoneconcentrationcannotreachits
principal action in the lower stratosphere(below 20 km). In
this region the effect of reactions a• and a• dependson the
absolute value of the OH and HO,. concentrations which is

= 2n(O=)J= -3- n(NO)[2 J•o -3-c•an(CH402)]
-]- P(N) -3- n(HNO=) JU-NO•.

-Jr-n(OH)[b=sn(HNO=)q- b27n(HNOa)]

Anotherremarkmay be madehere if we consider
the

-]- n(HO=)[b=on(NO)- b=sn(NO=)]

= 2n(O=)J2-]--n(NO)[2JNo -]" b=•n(M)n(OH)
-3- b=0n(HO=)-3-csan(CHaO2)]-]- P(N)

-]- n(HNOa)b=7n(OH)-- n(HNO2)Jou-No (146)
Thus the action of nitrogen oxidesleads to ozone destruction
by the reaction of NO,• with O. Since numerical valuesof the
variousparametersin the stratosphereand tropospherelead to

n(O)= n(Oa)
Jaq-n(NO=
JNo,(147)
k=(M)n(O=
the general chemical equation (146)
concentration in the stratosphereis

for

difficult to determine. It seemstherefore that there is not yet
an answerto the question of what the exact parts of transport
and chemistry are in the ozone behavior below its concentration peak.

the ozone

production term in the generalequation (146). There is, in addition to the normal production by molecular oxygen
2n(O,.)J,.,other terms which are of the same order of magnitude in the lower stratosphere.Specialattention is particularly
requiredwhen there is an artificial injectionof nitric oxideand
water vapor into the stratosphere.In particular, the following
term

n(HO,.)[b,on(NO) - b,•,n(NO,.)]

must be introduced as an addition to the ozone production;
but an exact knowledge of b,., and particularly of b,o is required.
Finally, the ratio n(OH)/n(HO,.), which must be known in
order to determine the concentration of the hydroxyl and
hydroperoxyl radicals (see equations (88) and (90)), is given,
with the effect of nitrogen oxides, by

2kaJa
' I + n(NO,)
J•o,]
n-•a)'•
'1
q-n(Oa){[a6n(OH)-Jra6•n(HO=)]
Ja II _]_
n(NO=)J•:o,l[asn(OH
)
ør-k=n(M)n(O=)
n(Oa)
Ja

an(O)
+ k,n(M)n(O,)n
dt

(151)

n(HO,•)[a•n(Oa)+ a7n(O) + ax7n(OH)+ 2a•7n(HO•)
+ &on(NO) + &.on(NO,.)]= n(OH)[asn(O) + aen(Oa)
+ a•n(H=) + aaon(H=O=)
+ aa•n(CO)

+ csn(H,.CO)+ c,•Xn(CH4)]

(152a)
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By combining all equilibrium equations involving N•.O5
and, after having introducedvariousnumericalvalues,keep(136), NOa (137), HNO•. (138), NO•. (139), and N (137), with
ing only the principal terms for the stratosphere,by
the differentialequations(145) and (154) involvingHNOa and
n(HO•.)[a6d•(Oa)+ a?n(O) + &on(NO)]
NO, respectively,we can write the differentialequation for
= n(OH)[asn(O) + a6n(Oa)+ aa•n(CO)]

(152b]

The additional effect of nitric acid leads to an additional term

odd nitrogen:
dn(NO)

+

dt

in equation (88) or (90) which givesthe OH concentration,if
the ratio n(HO•.)/n(OH) is known. The equation,which must

nitrogen concentration,

=a*n(O*)[n(H20)
q-n(H2)
-+
-1q-Xn(CH4)I dt

dn(NO)

2

dn(HNOa)

q-

dt

where

reaches 2 X 10-•ø cma s-•. Nevertheless, the action of nitric
acid must be introduced and should determine strong

Let us use the ratio

geographicvariations associatedwith the variation of the
tropopause,as can be seen from an analysisof the HNOa
behavior in the lower stratosphere.
Furthermore,the differentialequationfor nitric oxide must
dn(NO)
dt

2

n (NO)

q-2b0
J•ob6n(NO)
-[-b7n(02)

_ b7n(02)b0n(NO)
P(N)q-P(NO)
b7n(02) q- b0n(NO)

n(CHOn(OH)(153)

where X > 1, according to (86).
Figure 9 [Nicolet, 1974] showsthe importanceof the reaction (a•,) (OH + HO•. -. H•.O + O•.) if the rate coefficient

be written

b,n(O•.) > bon(NO)

(155c).

n(NOO/n(NO) = R

(156a)

n(NOy) = n(HNOa) + n(NO)

(156b)

where

as follows:

q- n(NO)[ JNO q- b2n(M)n(O) q- bon(N)

in orderto write (155b) as follows [BrasseurandNicolet, 1973]:

q- b•n(Oa) q- b,•n(NOa)

0n(NO0
q_2b0J•o
n2(NO0
Ot
R[bon(NO0 q- Rb7n(02)]

q- b2•n(M)n(OH) q- b2on(H02) q-c,•n(CHa02)]
= b•n(M)n(O)n(N)

q- 2b,n(N)n(N02)

P(N) q- P(N0)
q-div•(NO
v)= Rb7n(02)
-- b0n(NO0
Rb7n(02) q- b0n(NO0

-[- n(HNO•)Joi•_•o

where P(NO)

q- P(NO)

(154)

ß

(157)

q- b7n(N)n(02) q-n(NO•) JNo• q- ban(O)n(N02)

molecules.

(155a)

or, introducingthe equilibriumvalue (140) for the atomic

q- n(HNOa)b2,]

q-c2 2

dt

= P(N) q- P(NO) -- 2bon(N)n(NO)

be appliedto the stratosphere,
may be written
n(OH)[n(HO2)a•,

dn(HNOa)

if the control by eddy diffusion transport is introduced.
Taking into accountcondition(155c) and consideringthat

for by therapidtransforis the direct production of nitric oxide the productionP(N) iscompensated
mation of N in NO under normal conditions, the following
equationpertainingto the variation of NOy can be written as

followsat the stratopause
level,whereNOy = NO andJ•o•
0:

+ •2b•JNo
•On(NO)
n2(NO)+ div •(NO) = P(NO) (158a)
Ot

b•n(02)

and in the lower stratosphere
On(NOv)
Ot

+ div •(N0v)

= P(N0)

sinceJNo = 0; the photodissociation
of nitric oxide playsan
importantrole in the mesosphere,
a reducedrole in the upper
stratosphere,and a negligiblerole in the lower stratosphere.
Thus the nitrogen oxide concentrations,and particularly
those of HNOa, NO, and NO•., must dependon atmospheric
1oo
conditionsin the lower stratosphere(see Figure 10) [Brasseur
and Nicolet, 1973], and their behavior will be related to the
Fig. 9. Examples of possibleprofiles (percentages)of various variation of the tropopause.The action of the advectionand
termsdeterminingthe concentrationof hydroxylradical,usingprofiles various dynamic processesat the tropopauselevel must
of Figures4 and 5. The effectof CH4 corresponds
to a certainvalueX
modifythe lower boundaryconditions,whichmustbe known
whichwasobtainedin 1973for thephotodissociation
of formaldehyde
H•. + CO and H + COH, and its effectis very sensitiveto the value of in order to resolve(158b). As far as HNOa is concerned,it is
X used.
solublein water in the troposphere[Stedmanet al., 1975b],and
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Fig. 10. Examplesof verticaltransportof NO and HNOa for arbitrary conditionsof eddy diffusioncoefficients
Kmax
andKminand upperand lowerboundaryconditionsat 100and 15km; upwardanddownwardcurrentsareshownby NO at
the stratopauseand by HNOa at the tropopause,respectively.

its lower boundaryconditionsare definedby its tropospheric [1975a] and must be consideredat the present time as the
behavior.

principal halocarbonof the atmosphere,sinceits natural concentrationis relativelyhigh [Lovelock,1975;R. A. Rasmussen,
private communication, 1975].
determination of the vertical distribution of ozone in the lower
The problem of chlorinespeciesin the stratospherebegins
stratosphereand also of the absolute value of its concentra- after their transport from the troposphereby their photodistion, In particular,theration(OH)/n(HO•) isrelatedto n(NO) sociationin the ozonosphere.Among the variousdissociation
and n(CO) in the lowerstratosphere,
whilen(HNOa) depends processes,we may considerthe following:
on n(OH), and n(OH) is not independentof n(HNOa).

It is clearthat, at the presenttime, it is extremelydifficultto
have a correctview of the variousprocesses
involvedin the

(dxa)

REACTIONS

CI• + ht,(X < 483 nm)--, 2C1

(159a)

IN A CHLORINE-NITROGEN-HYDROGEN-OXYGEN
ATMOSPHERE

As was mentioned in the introduction, the role of chlorine

compoundsas catalystsfor the destructionof odd oxygenin
the stratosphere
mustbe considered.
Sincethe proposalmade
by Stolarskiand Cicerone[1974] of a sink for stratospheric
ozoneby the oxidesof chlorine,CIOx, a first publicationby
Molina and Rowland [1974a] has shown the possibleaction of the chlorofluoromethanes,in particular of the
trichlorofluoromethane,CFCI3 [Lot;dock, 1971, 1972, 1974;

Lot;dock
e!al., 1973;Wilknis•
e!al., 1973,1975a],
andof the
dichlorofluoromethane,CF•CI• [Su and Goldberg, 1973],
which are observedin the troposphere.The action of Freon
production[McCarthy, 1974]on stratospheric
ozonehasbeen
analyzedin different ways by severalauthors [Rowlandand
Molina, 1975; Crutzen, 1974b; Ciceroneet al., 1974, 1975b;
Wofsy e! al., 1975]. Another publication by Molina and
Rowland[1974b]on the stratospheric
photodissociation
of the
carbon tetrachloride

molecule, CC14, observed in the

troposphere[Lot;docke! al., 1973, 1974;Murray and Riley,
1973;Su and Goldberg,1973; Wilknisset al., 1973, 1975b;Simmondset al., 1974], shows that such a constituent,which is

is photodissociatedin the stratosphereand troposphereby
radiation of 3, > 300 nm [Seeryand Britton, 1964]and cannot
be an important minor constituent.
(d•o)

HCI + ht,(X < 220 nm) --, H + Cl

(159b)

is photodissociatedfor wavelengthsshorter than 300 nm.
Laboratory measurements[Romand,1949; Myer and Samson,
1970] which have been made between X = 207 and 139 nm indicatethat the dissociationof hydrogenchloridecan only occur in the stratosphere.

(d•.)

CIO + hv(X < 263 nm)-• CI q- O

(159c)

The continuous absorption occurs beyond 263 nm [Durie
and Ramsay,1958],but there is a predissociationat 290 nm in
the (7 - 0) band. The total photodissociationis thereforenot
easyto determine.With the crosssectionsasgivenby Johnston
et al. [1969], it may be concludedthat the CIO photodissociation is related to the stratosphericozone concentration.
The absorption cross sections for photodissociationof
Freon have been determinedby Rowlandand Molina [1975]
after earlier measurements
by Doucetet al. [1973];the dominant photochemicalprocessis

perhapspartly of natural origin, is photodissociated
in the
stratosphereand couldplay a certainrole in the destructionof
CFCla + hv(X < 226 nm)--, CFCI• + CI (160a)
stratosphericozone. Finally, the action of chloromethane, (dx.a)
CHaCI, has beenintroducedvery recentlyby Ciceroneet al. for which laboratory measurements[Marsh and Heicklen,
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1965;Jayantyet al., 1975b]indicatethatthe quantumyieldis bimolecular reactions with various stratosphericmolecules
such as CHi, Hi, HOl, HIOl, and HNOs.
For CF2CII, very recentresultsby Milsteinand Rowland The first reaction,which hasbeenconsideredby Molina and

unity.

[1975]andJayantyet al. [1975b],afterdetermination
of the Rowland[1974a],Stolarskiand Cicerone[1974],and Wofsy
absorption
crosssections
[Rowland
andMolina,1975],indicate and McElroy [1974], is
that

(d,)

(die)

CFICII + hv(X< 215 nm)-• CFICI + CI

(160b)

CI + CHi-•CHs

+ HCI + 0.6 + 2.4 kcal (165a)

for which the rate coefficient has been measured between 218

for whichthe quantumyield is unity for the photooxidation and 350 K by D. D. Davis and R. T. Watson(privatecom-

by 184.9-and213.9-nm
photolysis
in thepresence
of Ol. Thus munication, 1975) as
both CFCIa and CFICli absorb solar radiation in the

d, = (5.0 + 0.5) X 10-l•'e-(u14+a$)/r
cms s-1

(165b)

stratosphere
and cannotbe photolyzed
in the troposphere.
Thephotodissociation
of carbontetrachloride
occurs
alsoin The reaction with molecular hydrogen
the stratosphere,
according
to the absorptioncrosssection (d6)
CI + Hl-• H + HC1- 1 kcal
(166a)
valuesas measuredby Molina and Rowland[1975] and a
etal.,-1970]
anddoes
photolysis
studyby Davis et al. [1975].The dominant leadstod6= 1.4X 10-14at298K [Davis
valueof the activationenergy.A
photochemical
process
shouldbeat relatively
lowpressure,
ac- not yet leadto a well-defined
working value between 195 and 496 K [Clyneand Walker,

cordingto Jayantyet al. [1975a].

(din)

CCIi + hv-• CCII + Cli

(161a)

1973] can be adopted,
d6 = 5.6 x 10-11e-l•'•ø/:rcms s-1

(166b)

and at high pressurethe process

(din)
may

CCIi + hv-• CCIa+ CI

No laboratorymeasurements
havebeenmadefor the reac-

(16lb) tion of C1 with HOl, HIOl, and HNOs, and valuesthat have

occur.

Other fluorocarbons should also be studied; but an exact

beenused[Wofsyand McElroy, 1974;Crutzen,1974b;Molina
andRowland,1975]areestimatesobtainedby comparisonwith

knowledge
of their ultravioletabsorptionspectrumis alsore- other
quired in order to determine the atmosphericregion (d?)
(stratosphere,
mesosphere,
or thermosphere)
wherephotodis'sociation can occur. A recent survey by C. Sandorfy (un-

reactions:

CI + HOl-• Ol + HCI + 46 kcal

(167a)

d? = 1 X 10-11 to 10-1ø cms s-1

(167b)

with

publishedmanuscript,1975) showsthat the photchemical
behaviorin the stratosphere
of the variousfluorocarbons
dependson the number of chlorine(and bromine) atoms. and

Molecules like CHaC1 [Russell et al., 1973] and other
(ds)
Cl + HIOl-, HCI + HOl + 16 kcal
(168a)
chloromethanesmust be studiedwith their photodissociation
with the value of the rate coefficientassumedto be [Molina and
processes
and subsequent
reactions
in the stratosphere.

A detailedanalysisof the variousCI productions,
after the Rowland, 1975]
releaseof the first atom in the direct photolysisstep, is re-

d8 = 10 X as0

quiredfor eachcompound
CFCIa,CFICII, andCCI• in order

(168b)

to determinethe vertical distributionof the secondarychlorine i.e., 10 times the rate coefficientof OH with HIOl.
compoundsin the stratosphere.
In addition,
When a chlorine atom is produced,it reactsimmediately

with stratospheric
ozone,the resultbeingchlorinemonoxide: (d9)
(di)

CI + Os-• CIO + Ol + 39 kcal

(162a)

also with

C1 + HNOs-, HCI + NOs + 2 kcal

the value

of the rate

coefficient

assumed

(169a)
to be

[Molina and Rowland, 1975]

with a rate coefficient(D. D. Davis and R. T. Watson,private

d9 = 10 X bl?

communication, 1975)

(169b)

(162b) i.e., 10 times the rate coefficientof OH with HNOs.
Hydrogenchloridemolecules,,
whichare formedby all the
between 220 and 298 K.
reactions(165) to (169), but particularlyby reaction(165),
The C10 radical is subjectto two rapid bimolecularreac- may reactin a bimolecularprocesssuchas
di= (3.6 + 0.4) X 10-111e
-(al$+sO)/T
cma s-1

tions in the stratosphere:

(ds)

C10 + O--• CI + Ol + 55 kcal

(d10)
(163a)

HCI + O-• CI + OH - 1 kcal

with a rate coefficient[Brownand Smith, 1975] of

with a reportedrate coefficient[Bernand
et al., 1973]

d10= 5 X 10-1ae
-14•ø/7'
cms s-1

ds = 5.3 X 10-11 cms s-1

(163b)

C10 + NO -• CI + NOl + 9 kcal

(164a)

(170a)

(170b)

The otherreactionwhichplaysa role at stratospheric
levelis

and

(di)

(d11)

HC1 + OH -• C1+ HIO + 16 kcal

(171a)

for which there are excellent laboratory measurementsover a

with a rate coefficient[Clyneand Watson,1974]
di=

1.7 X 10-11 cms s-1

(164b)

When a chlorine atom is produced, it may react by

largerangeof temperatures
(213-478K) SmithandZellner
[1974]andZahnizeret al. [1974]leadingto an average
value
dll = 3 X 10-11e-iøø/T
cms s-1

(17lb)
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If we considerthe first 10 reactions((161)-(171))involving which is counterbalancedat lower levelsby
simple chlorine compoundswith the various production
processes
by photodissociation
((159)-(160)), we may writefor
chlorine

monoxide:

n(C10)[ J½•o"[' dan(O)q- d4n(NO)] = d2n(Cl)n(Oa) (172)

(d•)

CIO + NO • Cl + NO2

(164)

Thus the additionaltermsto be addedto the generalequation
governing the rate of the concentration n(O3) in the
stratosphereare

sincedn(C10)/d! = 0 in stratospheric
conditionswheredan(O)
+ d4n(NO) > 10-a s-•. It is thereforepossibleto deducethe On(O.•) + div
ratio n(ClO)/n(Cl) and to determine the concentration of
chlorine atoms by
n(Cl)[d•.n(Oa) + dsn.(CH4) --[- d6n(H•.)

+ d7n(HO2)+

dsn(H202)+

+

ot

...

+ n(Oa)d2n(C1)+ n(O)dan(ClO) = P(O)

(177)

whereP(O) represents
the variousproductionprocesses
(see
equation(150)). If we introducecondition(172) in (177), this

d0n(HNOa)]

equation can convenientlybe written'
= n(HC1)[JHc• + dion(O)+

d•n(OH)l

+ n(C12)Jci2 + n(ClO)Jc•o + n(CFCla)Jcrc•,
+ n(CF212 Jce2c•,+

n(CC14)Jcc,, + '''

Ot

(173)

sinced2n(Oa)
> 10-• s-• in thestratosphere.
Thusthepractical
equation for the determination of the CI concentrationsis

n(Cl)d2n(Oa)= P(C1)

(174)

where P(C1) involvesall possibleproductionprocesses
of
chlorine

atoms.

+ div
= P(O)+

+ ... +
n(ClO)[Jc,o + d•n(NO)]

(178)

The form shown in (178) and illustratedin Figure 11 indicates

how

chlorine

atoms

lead

to

the

removal

of

stratosphericozone. A concentrationof chlorine atoms of the

orderof 5 X 105leadsto a lossrateof 2 X 10-5n(O3)
cm-3 s-•.
However, when the C1 concentration is reduced to lessthan
cm -3, the lifetime of an ozone molecule is still of the order of a

Hydrogenchloridecannotbe considered
to attaina steady year.On the otherhand,the productiontermd4n(NO)n(ClO)
statein the stratosphere.
The equationgoverningthe rate of must be considered,since, for C10 concentrations of the order
changeof the concentrationn(HC1) is
of 107or 108cm-3, it leadsto a productionprocessof odd oxygen
of not lessthan 105or 10• cm-3 s-•, respectively.
In other
dn(HCl)
+ n(HC1)[JHc• + dion(O) + d•n(OH)l

dt

words, the effect of nitric oxide on chlorine monoxide is to

reducethe action of the catalyticcycleinvolvingC1 with O3
(162) and CIO with O (163) whichremovesodd oxygenfrom
the stratosphere.Thus a detailed analysiswith exact rate
+ dsn(H20•.)+ d0n(HNOa)]
(175) coefficientsis still requiredbefore the aeronomicbehaviorof
C1compounds
can be determinedwith enoughaccuracy.The
It is notpossible
to writeconditions
for thedayequilibrium,
concentrations
of hydrogenand nitrogencompounds
should
sinceall terms,JHC•,d•0n(O),andd•n(OH), are too small,as
be known,at leastwithin a factorof 2, and at presentthecomcan be seen when the numerical values of the various
plexityof the chlorine-nitrogen-hydrogen-oxygen
atmosphere
parameters
involvedareintroduced.In fact,transportmustbe
= n(Cl)[dsn(CH4) q- d6n(H2) + d7n(HO•.)

involved,andtheformwhichmustbenormallyusedin studies
of the stratospherefor HCI is
0n(HC1)
Ot

Before ending this preliminary analysisof the chlorine
processes,
it must be pointed out that the action of C10 on NO
(reaction (163)) must be comparedwith the action of O3 on
NO (reaction(94)). The bestapproximation(96) to the ratio
n(NO2)/n(NO) should be modifiedif C10 plays a role and

q- div [n(HC1)w(HC1)]

q- n(HCl)[J•c,

q- dion(O)q- d,,n(OH)]

= n(Cl)[d•n(CH4) q- d6n(H2) --1-a7n(HO2)
+ dsn(H22+

d0n(HNOa)]

givesonly a general indication of the situation. Reliancecannot yet be placedon precisequantitativefeaturessuchas the
exact percentageof reductionof stratosphericozone.

(176)

for whichthelowerboundaryconditions
mustplayan important role nearthe tropopause,
sincea rapidremovaloccursby
troposphericrainout. Thus hydrogenchlorideshouldlead to
the normallossprocessof stratospheric
chlorine.Observations
are required therefore at various latitudes above the
tropopause; at the present time, measurementshave been
made only by Lazrus et al. [1975], who found an increaseof

the HCI mixingratio from the tropopauseof lessthan 10-•ø to
about 4 X 10 -•ø above 25 km.

The catalyticremovalof ozoneby chlorinecompounds
occurs by the simultaneous action of

(d2)

C1 + O3• C10 + O2

(162)

C10 + O • C1+ O2

(163)

and

(d3)

Fig. 11. Generalreactionschemein whichare simultaneously
involved the chlorine, nitrogen, and hydrogen radicals (atoms or
molecules)relateddirectlyto theproductionandlossof oddoxygenin
the stratosphere.
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where [Bernandet al., 1973]

then be written

d•8 = 3.4 X 10-•2 cm2 s-•

n(NO•.)
= b2n(O)
--}b4n(o•)
+ d4r/(ClO)
(l'79)
n(NO)
,INo_o
q- b3n(O)

(188b)

On the other hand, the photodissociation
of CIO2 leadsto

or, in the major part of the stratosphere,
n(NOo)
b4n(Oa) q- d4n(C10)
=
n(NO)
JNo_•

(all0)
(80)

With a concentrationn(CIO) _>5 X 1{7cm-2, it is possibleto
write

a,n(C•O) >_t,,n(O•)

(•8•)

CIO2 + ht,(X < 350 nm)-•

C10 + O•.

CIO2 + hv(X < 350 nm)•

OCIO + O

(189)

Thisprocess
leadsto a rapidphotodissociation
[Simonaitis
and
Heicklen,1975b]if the absorptioncrosssectionsby Goodeve
and Richardson[1937] are used. However, according to
SimonaitisandHeicklen[1975b],the productionof perchloric
acid must be considered:

i.e., that the ratio n(NO•.)/n(NO), whichis well-definedin a
CIO2 + OH -• HCIO4
(190a)
nitrogen-oxygen
stratosphere,may changein a chlorine- (d•.o)
nitrogen-oxygen
atmosphere,
the indicationbeingthat thereis with a rate coefficient which could be of the order of
a stronginteractionbetweenCIO• andNO• cyclesin addition
to the interaction with the HO• cycle.
If we extendthe chlorineoxide radical chemistryto chlorine

peroxideand trioxide,other reactionsmustbe introduced'
(dx•.)

CI + O•. + M -• CIOO + M

d•.o•o
- 2 X 10-xx cm2 s-•

(190b)

leadingto a possibleremovalof stratospheric
chlorine.
In addition to the reactions which should be introduced for

of compoundssuchas CIOo.and CIO2(reactions
(182a) a discussion

(182) to (190)), otherreactionsmaybe considered.
However,
with,at temperatures
between200 and300 K [ClyneandCox- theroletheyplaycannotbe comparedwiththoseof all proceson, 1968],
ses,(162) to (190), whichhavebeendiscussed.
A list is given
evenwhenthe reactionis rapid:
d•. = 5.5 X 10-2•n(M) cm2 s-•
(182b) withoutany discussion
A calculationby Watson[1974]givesthevariationwith height

H + OCIO --0 OH + CIO

(191)

of the reverse reaction

H + HCI-•

(d•o.r)

CIOO + M -• Cl + Oo.+ M

(182c)

dl•.rincreasesfrom 2 X 10-•7 cm2 s-• in the lower stratosphere
to about 10-•5 at the stratopauselevel.
We may also have [accordingto Simonaitisand Heicklen,

Cl q- O2 q- Oo.--0CIO2 q- Oo.

(192)

H + Clo.-• HCI q- Cl

(193)

CI + CI + M -• CI• + M

(194)

CI + CIOO-*

1975b]

(d•2)

Ho. + Cl

2CIO

CI + CIOO--, Clo.+ Oo.

(183a)

CI + OCIO-•

(195a)
(195b)

2CIO

(196)

CI + OCIO

(197)

CIO + CIO -• CI + CIOO

(198a)

CIO + CIO--, Clo.+ Oo.

(198b)

where, at 300 K,

d•2 = (4 q- 2) X 10-2øn(Oo.)
cm2 s-•

CIO + CIO-•

(183b)

The reaction between CIO and O2 leads to

(d•4)

CIO + O2-• CIOO + Oo.

(184a)

CIO + CIO + M -• Clo.+ Oo.+ M

(199)

CIO + O2-• OCIO + Oo.+ 33 kcal

Finally, reactions[Sandovalet al., 1974; Pitts et al., 1974;

where at 298 K [Davis et al., 1973d],

d•4 -< 5 X 10-•5 cm2 s-•

Ja)'anty et al., 1975a, b] such as

(184b)

The photodissociation
of CIOO occursonly at X < 300 nm

(d•5)

CIOO + ht,(X< 268 nm)-• CIO + O

(185)

(d2o•)

O(•D) q- CCI4--} CC12q- CIO

(200a)

(d2oo)

O(•D) + CFCI2 • CFCI•. + CIO

(200b)

maybe considered.
Valuesof theratecoefficient
d2oareof the

and can ekistonly in the stratosphere.
The photodissociation orderof (3 + 1) X 10-•øcm2s-•. Thereisthereforea verysmall
of OCIO at X > 300 nm
effecton the atmosphericsink of fluorocarbons.
In addition,
(d•6)
OCIO + hv(X ,< 375 nm)--• CIO + O
(186) the reactions(with their exact activationenergies)of the
various"halocarbons
with the hydroxylradicalsshouldalsobe
is related to a predissociationprocessthat occursat greater consideredwith their various productsin order to know the
wavelenffths
than the dissociationcontinuum(X < 276 nm). exacttropospheric
and stratospheric
sinks.For example,a
The reactions of OCIO with O and NO are as follows:
lifetimeof a year (to reducethe halocarbonconcentration
to
50%of its value)requiresa ratecoefficient
of about5 • 10-14
(d•7)
OCIO + O-• CIO + O•. + 61 kcal
(187a)
cm2 s-• if the OH concentration is of the order of 11Ycm2 s-•

(daytime,groundlevelat 300K). In thelowerstratosphere
the

where [Bernandet al., 1973]

d•, = 5 X 10-•2 cm3 s-•
and

(d•8)

OCIO + NO-• CIO + NOo.+ 15 kcal

(187b)

lifetime would be of the order of 5 yr when OH has the same
concentration.

At the presenttime, there are still other possibilities
of
(188a) chlorineintrusioninto the stratosphere[Ciceroneet al., 1975].
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TABLE

2.

Basic Reactions

Involved

in the Determination

of the

Ozone Concentrationin the Stratosphere

Oxygen Atmosphere
Equation

Rate

Number

Reaction

02 + hv • 0 + 0
03 + hv • 0 + 02
03 + hv(X < 310)-• O('D)+
O + O2 + M--,O3 + M
O + O2• 202

(2)
(3)

Coefficient

O2

(d2)
(d3)
(d3*)

Hydrogen-OxygenAtmosphere
Equation

Rate

Number

Reaction

(11)
(12)
(15)
(17)
(16)
(16)

H + O2 + M-• HO2 + M
H + O3-• OH + O2
O + OH-• H + O2
O + HO2-•O2 + OH
OH + O3• HO2 + O2
HO2 + O3 -• OH + 202

(129)
(56)

NO + HO2-• OH + NO2
CO + OH-• H + CO2

Coefficient

(a•)
(as)
(a7)
(a6)
(a6c)

For Ratio n(OH)/n(H02)

(29)
(44)
(61)
(62)
(64)
(65)
(76)
(67)
(67)

(34)
(127)

For Productionof OH
O(1D) + H20 • OH + OH
O(1D) + H2• H + OH
OOD) + CH4 -• CH3 + OH
OH + CH4 --} CH3 + H20
CH3 + O2 + M --, CH302 + M

CH302 + NO-• CH30 + NO2
CH302 + HO2-• CH302H + O2
H2CO + hv -• HCO + H -• CO + 2HO2
H2CO + hv -• H2 + CO

For Loss of OH
OH + HO2-• O + H20
OH + HNO3-• NO3 + H20

(a2•),
(a3•)

(au)
(c,)
(c2)
(c,)
(c1•)
(cTa)
(c•)

(a•7)
(b27)

Nitrogen-Hydrogen-OxygenAtmosphere
Rate

Equation
Reaction

Number

(93)
(94)
(95)

O + NO2-•NO
+ O2
O3 + NO -• NO2 + O2
NO2 + hv-•NO + O

Coefficient

(b3)
(b•)
(b,)

For Productionand Loss of Nitrogen Oxides
(122)
(135)
(110)

NO2 + OH + M-• HNO3 + M
HNO3 + hv-• OH - NO2
NO3 + hv --} NO2 + O

For example, an estimate with the presenteffect of C F:CI:,
CFCIa, and CC14could lead to a mixing ratio of the order of 4
X 10-•ø for CIX (CI + HC1 + C10) at and above the ozone
peak. Accordingto the sameauthors, a ground level sourceof
2.6 X 10• chloromethanemoleculescm-2 s-• with an upward
flux of 1.7 X 10• cm-2 s-• at the 15-km level would lead, with
this additional effect, to a total C1X mixing ratio not far from
10-•, i.e., 8 X 10-•ø above 30 km. Such conditions corre-

spondto a constantmixing ratio of CHaCI at ground levelof
4 X 10-•ø with a possibleabstraction reaction involving OH
[Cicerone et al., 1975] with various subsequent reactions
[Sanhuezaand Heicklen, 1975]. Furthermore, very recent observations(December 1974 to April 1975) by Lovelock [1975]
lead to a mean mixing ratio of the order of 10-ø. Such a high
concentration of chloromethanewith a correspondingtropospheric lifetime of 0.37 yr, according to Lovelock [1975], indicates that it is the most important stratosphericchlorine
sourceproduced by the biosphere.
In conclusion,if the mixing ratio of odd chlorine tends to
reach 10-ø, a very preciseanalysisis required, since the efficiency for ozone depletion by the mechanismd:n(C1)n(Oa)
cm-a s-• must be consideredat the present time in the upper stratosphere (>35 km), where the mechanism
d4n(ClO)n(NO) cm-a s-• cannot counterbalance its effects,
as it can in the lower stratosphere (equation (172)). A
CI concentrationgreater than 5 X 104cm-a and reaching 10•
cm-a would lead to ozone removal accordingthe mechanism
2d:n(C1)n(O•) cm-• s-•, which will compete with the
mechanisms2ban(O)n(NO:) and 2a,n(O)n(OH) in the upper
stratosphereand at the stratopauselevel, respectively.
Finally, it can be said that in the developmentof a simple
chemicalsystemfor describingthe ozone distribution in the
stratosphere,a minimum number of reactionsis needed.Table
2 shows the principal reactions which cannot be omitted.
Furthermore,

in addition

to these reactions, which are

presentedunder successive
headingsfor a pure oxygen atmosphere and that atmosphere with the added effects of
hydrogencompounds,of nitrogencompounds,and of chlorine
compounds,it is necessary
to introducethe productionprocessesof molecularhydrogen,the variousmechanisms
whichlead
to nitric oxidein the stratosphere,
and the dissociation
processesof Freons, carbon tetrachloride, and chloromethane which

give chlorine atoms. Finally, departuresfrom chemicalequilibriumconditionsmustbetakeninto account,particularlyfor
H: and CH4, NO and HNOa, and HC1, for which transport
plays a role. It should be noted that it is not sufficientto consider steadystate conditionseven involving transport in the
lowerstratosphere,
sincevariationsof the tropopauseare very
important.

(JNo•)
SOLAR RADIATION

Chlorine-Nitrogen-Hydrogen-OxygenAtmosphere
Equation

Rate

Number

Reaction

(162)
(163)
(164)

CI + O3-• CIO + O2
CIO + O-• CI + O2
CIO + NO-• CI + NO2

(165)-(169)
(170)
(171)

CI + CH•, ... -• HCI + ...

Coefficient

OH + HCI-•

CI + OH

CI + H20

due to rocket and balloon data. At wavelengthslonger than
240 nm the solar brightnesstemperatureis generallygreater
than 5000 but less than 6000 K. The solar constant is of the
order of 1.95 + 0.01 cal cm -2 min -• or 136 +

(d.)

For Productionand Loss of HCI
O + HCI-•

Our knowledgeof solar radiation in the ultraviolet which
plays a role in the photodisso•:iation
of molecularoxygenis

(d,)-(d9 )
(d,0)
(d•)

1 mW

cm -2

[Labs and Neckel, 1971; Thekaekara, 1973; Willson, 1973],
which correspondsto an effectivetemperatureof the order of
5770 + 10 K. This temperatureis the absolutetemperatureTs
of a black body derivedfrom the Stefan-Boltzmannequation
correspondingto the casein which Planck's law is appliedto
the whole spectrum:
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Fig. 12. Variation(in percent)of the solarflux corresponding
to the variationof the sun-to-earthdistance;variationsare
6.6% between the first week of January and the first week of July.

ps(v) -

8•rhv
_ 1)-•
3 3(eh•/kv•

(201)

½

maximum occurs in the first week of January and leads to
(202a)

fis(max) = 5.59 X 10-6

where p,•(v) is the radiation densityof frequencyv; h = 6.626
X 10-•'?erg s, Planck constant;k = 1.381 x 10-16erg K-l,
Boltzmannconstant;and c = 2.9979 X 101ø
cm s-1, velocityof
light.

At the top of the earth'satmosphere
the radiationdensity
ps(v) is reducedby the dilution factor •s:

while the minimum

occurs 6 months later in the first week of

July

(202b)

•Ss(min) = 5.23 X 10-6

There is therefore a variation of 6.6% every 6 months in the
solar flux reachingthe top of the terrestrialatmosphere.The

fis = R•'/47 = 5.4 x 10-6
(202) averagevalue is reachedduring the first week of April and
where R representsthe solar radius and r denotesthe mean November. Such a variation of the solar flux must be taken
earth-to-sun distance. The variation with the earth-to-sun dis-

into account when variations of the order of 10% or less are

tance is shown in Figure 12 and correspondsto +3.3%. The

consideredin aeronomicprocesses.
In fact, the solar constant
at the top of the earth'satmospherecorresponds
to the maximum value of 2.01 cal cm-2 min-1 in January and to the
minimum value of 1.88 cal cm-2 min-1 in July.
As wego downthe wavelengthscalefrom 290 to 250 nm the
brightnesstemperaturedecreasesfrom 5500 to 5000 K (see

TABLE 3. Solar Flux in the Spectral Region of the Herzberg
Continuum of O•.
Num-

ber*

Av, cm- •

X, nm

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

50,500-51,000
50,000-50,500
49,500-50,000
49,000-49,500
48,500-49,000
48,000-48,500
47,500-48,000
47,000-47,500
46,500-47,000
46,000-46,500
45,500-46,000
45,000-45,500
44,500-45,000
44,000-44,500
43,500-44,000
43,000-43,500
42,500-43,000
42,000-42,500
41,500-42,000
41,000-41,500

196.1-198.0
198.0-200.0
200.0-202.0
202.0-204.1
204.1-206.2
206.2-208.3
208.3-210.5
210.5-212.8
212.8-215.0
215.0-217.4
217.4-219.8
219.8-222.2
222.2-224.7
224.7-227.3
227.3-229.9
229.9-232.6
232.6-235.3
235.3-238.1
238.1-241.0
241.0-243.9

q, cm- •' s- •
1.01 X
1.20 X
1.44 X
1.80 X
2.08 X
2.45 X
5.09 X
7.12 X
9.23 X
8.42 X
1.20 X
1.22 X
1.77 X
1.60 X
1.96 X
1.97 •
1.70 X
2.00 X
1.77 X
2.58 •

10•'
10•'
10•'
10•'
10
10•'
10•'
10•'
10x•'
10•'
10•3
10•3
10•3
10•a
10•
10•a
10•a
10•3
10•a
10•a

lOV.
HERZBERG

-

- )k=200 nm

atmosphere
for meansun-to-earthdistance.Solarflux data from 58 to
72 are basedon thoseof Simon [1974b]and from 73 to 77 on those
of BroadJbot[1972].
* Nomenclature used by Ackerman [1971].

208.3

222.2

z

o 10•a
o

5200K/•'

5100
K..•'/

o

5000

K

z

i

1012
50000

Photons cm-•' s-• for Av = 500 cm-• at the top of the earth's

CONTINUUM

SOLAR FLUX (AV :500cm -1)

_

45000

i

i
4100

WAVE NUMBER (cm-I)

Fig. 13. Number of photonsavailableat the top of the terrestrial
atmospherefor the mean sun-to-earthdistancebetween244 and 196
nm. Valuesin cm-•' s-• for Av = 500 cm-• as given in Table 3.
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TABLE 4.

Solar Flux in the Spectral Region of the Hartley

TABLE 5.

Num-

ber*

Av, cm- •

AX, nm

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

41,000-41,500
40,500-41,000
40,000-40,500
39,500-40,000
39,000-39,500
38,500-39,000
38,000-38,500
37,500-38,000
37,000-37,500
36,500-37,000
36,000-36,500
35,500-36,000
35,000-35,500
34,500-35,000
34,000-34,500
33,500-34,000
33,000-33,500
32,500-33,000

241.0-243.9
243.9-246.9
246.9-250.0
250.0-253.2
253.2-256.4
256.4-259.7
259.7-263.2
263.2-266.7
266.7-270.3
270.3-274.0
274.0-277.8
277.8-281.7
281.7-285.7
285.7-289.9
289.9-294.1
294.1-298.5
298.5-303.0
303.0-307.7

Solar Flux in the Spectral Region of the Huggins

Bands of O3 and Photodissociation Continuum of NO:

Bands of O3

Number*

X, nm

q, cm-: s-•

95
96
97
98
99
100
101

310
315
320
325
330
335
340

4.95
5.83
6.22
6.96
8.61
8.15
8.94

102

345

8.44 )< 10TM

103
104
105

350
355
360

8.69 )< 10 TM
9.14 )< 10 TM
8.23 )< 10 TM

106
107
108
109

365
370
375
380

1.07
1.08
9.72
1.11

)<
)<
X
)<

10•5
10•5
10 TM
10 TM

110
111
112
113
114

385
390
395
400
405

8.98)<
1.18 )<
9.34 )<
1.69 )<
1.70 )<

10 TM
10 •*
10 TM
10 •*
10 •

q, cm-: s- •
2.58 X
2.35 X
2.38 X
2.28 X
3.24 X
5.83 X
4.89 X
1.19 X
1.29 X
1.17)<
1 11 )<
7 85 X
1 50 )<
2 12 )<
3 56 )<
3 33 )<
3.08 )<
4 39 )<

1013
1013
10 •3
1013
1013
10 •3
10 •3
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 •3
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM

Photons cm-: s-• for Av = 500 cm-• at the top of the earth's
atmospherefor mean sun-to-earthdistances.Solar flux data from 90
to 94 are based on those of Simon [1974] and from (77) to (93) on
those of Broadfoot [1972].
* Nomenclature used by Ackerman [1971].

)<
)<
)<
)<
)<
)<
)<

10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM
10 TM

Photonscm-•' s-• for fix = 5 nm (50/[) at the top of the earth's
atmosphere.Solar flux data are derived from those of Arvesen et al.
[1969] and reducedto a solar constantvalue of 1.95 cal cm-•' min-•.
* Nomenclature used by Ackerman [1971].

Ackerman [1971] and referencestherein for a generaldescription of the solar spectrumto be usedin the studyof the photodissociationof molecular oxygen and ozone). The brightness
temperaturefalls to about 4500 K in the spectralrange of the
Schumann-Runge continuum of O: [Ackerman and Simon,
1973; Rottman, 1974]. An analysis of Rottman's data shows
that the maximum temperature occurs in the spectral range
175-170 nm with T = 4550 K; the brightness temperature
reachesonly 4450 K [Parkinsonand Reeves, 1969; Brueckner

It is convenient to compute the solar emissionin terms of
photons cm-•' s-• available at the top of the terrestrial
atmosphere.The number of photons of frequencyv, q(v), is
given, from (1), by

and Moe, 1972; Carver et al., 1972; Nishi, 1973; Nishi et al.,

cies greater than v,

q(v) cos
Os(v)8•rOsv2
(ehv/•v1)-1 (203)
hv
c
leadingto a total numberof photons,Q, availableat frequen-

1974;Jordanand Ridgeley, 1974] in the spectralrange of 155165 nm, which is the region of the lowest temperature. Since
(204)
the brightnesstemperature between 175 and 130 nm is T =
c
1
4525 + 25 K, the photodissociationof molecular oxygen in
the Schumann-Rungecontinuum can be computed with an where x = hv/kT.
Sinceeh"/nrsis appreciablygreater than 1, the integrated
average black body temperature of the order of 4525 K.
relation(204) can be written in a simplifiedform for numerical
calculation in a spectral range v•-v•:

O=

HARTLEY

q(v)
d•-

5

ex_
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Fig. 14. Number of photons available at the top of the terrestrial
atmosphere for the mean sun-to-earth distance between 241 and 308
nm. Values in cm-•' s-x for /xv = 500 cm-x as given in Table 4.
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Fig. 15. Number of photonsavailable at the top o•;the terrestrial
atmospherefor the mcan sun-to-earth distancebetween 310 and 400
nm. Values in cm-•' s-• for /xX = 5 nm as given in Table 5.
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TABLE 6.

Solar Flux in the Visible Part of the Spectrum

Number*

2,,nm

q•'

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
!23
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

400
405
410
415
420
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
465
470
475
480
485
490
495
500
505
510

1.69
1.70
1.84
1.97
1.95
1.81
1.67
1.98
2.02
2.18
2.36
2.31
2.39
2.38
2.39
2.44
2.51
2.30
2.39
2.48
2.40
2.46
2.49

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

515
520
525
530
535

2.32
2.39
2.42
2.55
2.51
2.49
2.55
2.53
2.54
2.50
2.57

147
148

570
575
580
585
590
595
600
605
610
615
620

540
545
550
555
560
565

2.58
2.67

149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

625
630
635
640
645
650

2.67
2.70
2.62
2.69
2.63
2.68
2.66
2.59
2.69
2.61
2.62
2.62
2.63
2.60
2.55

164•

655

2.48

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186

660
665
670
675
680
685
690
695
700
705
710
715
72O
725
730
735
740
745
750
755
760
765

2.57
2.61
2.61
2.62
2.62
2.57
2.52
2.60
2.58
2.52
2.51
2.48
2.45
2.48
2.45
2.44
2.39
2.40
2.41
2.40
2.38
2.34
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TABLE 6.

Number*
187
188

189
190
191
192
193

(continued)

X, nm
770
775
780
785
790
795
800

q•'
2.32
2.30
2.33
2.34
2,29
2.29
2.27

Solar flux data derived from those of Table 7 of A rvesen et al.

[1969] and reducedto a solar constant value of 1.95 cal cm-2 rain-x
*Nomenclature used by Ackerman [1971].
there q = 10-'5 photons cm-2 s-• for AX = 5 nm at the top of the
terrestrial atmospherefor mean sun-to-earth distance;2, + 2.5 nm.
SExtension of nomenclature.

c
Q(v•_v2)_8•?s(•_T){e_hV/
v )2 1}•
(205)

The rocket or balloon data, when transformed into photon
flux intensities, are readily converted in this way into
brightnesstemperaturesshowinghow much the radiation level
used for aeronomic purposes has varied since 1950. A low
temperature(T = 4500 K) in the Schumann-Rungecontinuum
was used by Nicolet and Mange [1954], who adopted the
averagevalue observedby Friedmanet al. [1951] near 150 nm
using photon counters. Other values were adopted later
[Detwiler et al., 1961; Hinteregger et al., 1965] leading to a
solar flux at the top of the terrestrialatmosphereof about 2.7
x 10•" photons cm-" s-• in the Schumann-Rungecontinuum,
which correspondsto a brightnesstemperature of 4900 K. A
reductionof not lessthan 200 K was introducedby A ckerman
[1971] correspondingto a flux of only 1.3 X 10•= photons.

However,recemmeasurements
byAckerman
andSimon[1973]
and Rottman[1974] lead to anotherdecreasefor the adopted
value of the solar flux; the number of solar photonsavailable
at the top of the earth's atmospherein the spectralrangeof the
Schumann-Rungecontinuum must be of the order of 6.3 X
l0 n cm-= s-•, correspondingto a brightnesstemperatureof
only 4525 & 25 K, which must be introduced in aeronomic
calculationsof thermosphericproblems.
In the spectralregionof the Schumann-Rungebands(200175 nm) the absolute values of the solar radiation flux are
not well-known. Between185 and 195 nm the spectrumis not
yet well-known, so that it is not certain how the brightness
temperaturegoesfrom 4500 to 4700 K [seeDonnellyand Pope,
1973]. However, an indication has been given by Ackerman
[1974] in his analysisof the aeronomicproblem of the b bands
of nitric oxide. In the spectralrange of the NO lines in the b(l
- 0) band (•X = 182 - 183 nm), the brightnesstemperatureis
4580 K, as was observed by Rottman [1974], and between
190.5 and 192.5 nm in the spectralrangeof the NO linesin the
b(0 - 0) band the brightnesstemperatureincreasesup to 4660
K.

Below 185 nm, the number of photons has been measured
recently[Rottman, 1974];it correspondsto T = 4550 ß 50 K.
For wavelengthslonger than 195 nm, a recent analysisby
Simon [1974a] shows an increaseof brightnesstemperatures
up to 4700 K at 196 nm and about 4800 K at the discontinuity
in the continuum flux near 209 nm [Bolandet al., 1971] which
is due to the photoionization edge of AII.
Since there is an important decline of the brightness
temperature between200 and 190 nm [Widing et al., 1970],
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TABLE 7.

Altitude,

Standard Atmosphere, Latitude 45ø

Temperature, ScaleHeight,

km

K

km

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

288
256
223
217
217
222
227
237
250
264
271

8.44
7.50
6.56
6.37
6.38
6.54
6.69
7.00
7.42
7.84
8.05

Pressure,

Total,

cm -s

1013
540
265
121
55
25
12
5.7
2.9
1.5
0.8

new, preciseabsolute measurementsare neededbetween 180
and 200 nm in order to determine with precisionthe vertical
structureof the photodissociationof molecularoxygenin the
mesospherewhere the absorption of the Schumann-Runge
bands plays the leading role and also of various minor constituentsof the upper stratospherewhich are photodissociated
in this spectral region.
In the spectral range of the Herzberg continuum of
molecularoxygen,which is absorbedin the stratospheresimultaneously by O•. and Os, the solar flux has been measured
several times [Ackerman, 1971]. Recent measurementsby
Simon [1974b] and Broadfoot [1972] can be usedbetween196
and 242.4 nm and are reproducedin Table 3 for Av = 500
cm-1. Figure 13 exhibitsthe observedand computedvaluesfor
various brightnesstemperatures between 4700 and 5200 K.
The strongdiscontinuitynear 208.7 nm is revealedby the transition from 4800 to 5000 K in the brightnesstemperature.It is
clear that the solar flux in the Herzberg continuum must be
divided into two parts correspondingto radiation of about
4750 + 50 K and 5100 + 100 K, respectively.
The spectralregion of the solar spectrumcorrespondingto
the Hartley continuum,whereozone absorbssolar radiationin
the stratosphere,has been given with intensitiesat 0. l-nm intervals by Broadfoot [1972]. Recent valuesobtained by Simon
[1974b]for AX = 285-308 nm are in good agreement(+5%)
with Broadfoot'sdata. The numberof photonscm-•- s-1 for Av
= 500 cm-1 are given in Table 4. The spectrumhas beenplotted in Figure 14 with the curvesfor various solar brightness
temperaturesbetween 4800 and 5500 K.
Many observationshave beenmade in the spectralregion(X
> 310 nm) of the solar ultraviolet flux transmitted to the
ground. Differencesbetweenspectrameasuredby various investigatorshave beenrecentlydiscussedby DeLuisi [1975]. His
TABLE 8.

Concentration,

mbar

2.55
1.53
8.60
4.05
1.85
8.33
3.82
1.76
8.31
4.09
2.14

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10 •9
10 •9
10 •8
10 •8
10 •8
10 •7
1017
1017
10 •6
10 •6
10 •6

2.15
1.15
5.64
2.58
1.18
5.45
2.56
1.23
6.17
3.21
1.72

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10•'5
10 •'5
10•n
10 •'l
10•n
10•'3
10•'3
10•'3
10
10 •'•'
10•'2

own resultsare in agreementwith the data of A rvesenet al.
[1969] for X > 310 nm. Considering the resultsobtained by
Broadfoot[1972] in the spectralregion AX = 350-320 nm, by
Simon[1974]between300 and 350 nm, by Arvesenet al. [1969]
for X > 300 nm, and by Thekaekara[1974] in his solarspectral
irradiance standard curve, it seemspossibleto describethe
solarspectrumfor aX = 5 nm between300and400 nm with an
error which may reach 10% in certain intervals. Adopted
valuesare provided in Table 5. In the overlappingregionof
Simon's and Arvesen's data (310-350 nm) the average

difference(after a shift of 4 A in Arvesen'sdata) is -2%,
correspondingto the differenceof the total irradianceswhich
were used: 1.99 cal cm -•- min -1 instead of 1.95 cal cm -•- min -1.

The values used for AX = 5 nm are about 10% lower than data

tabulated by A ckerman [1971]; they are shown in Figure 15
and correspond to solar fluxes equivalent to brightness
temperatures between 5500 and 5750 K, except in two
spectralrangeswith strongabsorptionin the solarspectrumat

X = 385 4- 2.5 nm andX = 395 4- 2.5 nm (Ca, K, and H lines),
wherethe brightnesstemperatureis only about 5250 K. For a
more detailed spectrum, very preciseobservationaldata are
needed[seeDeLuisi, 1975],and shiftsin the wavelengths
of the
spectrum must be avoided; see discussionsby Broadfoot
[1972], Simon [1974b], and DeLuisi [1975] concerning
Arvesen's[1969] and Thekaekara's[1974] spectra.
In the visible part of the spectrumwe adopt the same

procedureas used for the 310- to 400-nm spectralregion,
and the numerical results, which can be used for the calcula-

tion of photodissociationcoefficients,are given in Table 6 for
a spectral interval of 5 nm. For a more detailed calculation,
for example for AX = 0.1 nm, a specificanalysisis required,
specialattention beinggiven to the exactwavelengthand the
absolute solar flux.

Standard Atmosphere, Latitude 45ø: Constituents

Altitude,

n(N•.),

N(N•.),

n(O•.),

N(O•.),

n(Os),

N(Os),

km

cm -s

cm-•'

cm -3

cm -•-

cm- 3

cm-•.

1.68 X 1025

5.34 X 1018

4.50 X 10•'l

9.0 X 10ll

1.03 X 10lø

8.96
4.40
2.01
9.21
4.25
2.00
9.61
4.81
2.50
1.34

3.21
1.80
8.48
3.87
1.75
8.02
3.69
1.74
8.56
4.47

2.40
1.18
5.41
2.47
1.14
5.37
2.58
1.29
6.71
3.60

6.8
1.3
2.8
5.2
4.5
3.1
1.6
6.7
2.1
7.0

9.91
9.50
8.44
6.42
3.89
2.01
8.46
2.94
9.25
2.85

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

1.99
1.20
6.71
3.16
1.44
6.50
2.99
1.37
6.49
3.19
1.67

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10 lø
10 lø
1018
1018
1018
1017
10 •7
1017
10 •6
1016
1016

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10•'l
10•'l
10•'l
10•'3
10•'3
10•'3
10•"'
10•'•'
10•"
10•"

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Concentrationsdenoted by n and totals by N.

1018
1018
1017
1017
1017
1016
1016
1016
1015
1015

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10•'l
10•'l
10•'3
10•'s
10•'3
10•"'
10•"'
10•"'
10•'l
10•'l

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10 ll
10 l•'
101•'
10l•'
1012
10 l•'
10l•'
10 TM
1011
10 lø

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1018
1018
1018
1018
1018
1018
1017
1017
1016
1016
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TABLE 9. Absorption Coefficientsof O2 and O8 for fly = 500
cm-• [Ackerman, 1971] in the Herzberg Continuum
Number

Av

a(O2), cm2

77
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58

41,000-41,500
41,500-42,000
42,000-42,500
42,500-43,000
43,000-43,500
43,500-44,000
44,000-44,500
44,500-45,000
45,000-45,500
45,500-46,000
46,000-46,500
46,500-47,000
47,000-47,500
47,500-48,000
48,000-48,500
48,500-49,000
49,000-49,500
49,500-50,000
50,000-50,500
50,500-51,000

6.74 X
1.75 X
2.44 X
3.09X
3.76 X
4.40 X
5.03 X
5.65 X
6.28 X
6.92 X
7.60 X
8.28 X
8.93 X
9.55 X
1.00 X
1.05 X
1.14 X
1.5 X
2.0 X
3.0 X

a(Os), cm2

10-25
10-24
lO-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-24
10-28
10-23
10-28
10-28
10-23
10-23

9.00 X
7.97 X
6.86 X
5.79 X
4.83 X
4.00 X
3.24 X
2.55 X
1.97 X
1.52 X
1.17 X
8.57 X
6.26 X
4.84 X
4.11 X
3.51 X
3.26 X
3.26 X
3.30 X
3.69 X

10-•8
10-•8
10-•s
10-•s
10-•s
10-•8
10-•8
10-•
10-•
10-•
10-•
10
10-•9
10-•
10-•
10-•
10-•
10-•9
10-•ø
10-•
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variation. Thesevaluesare givenin Table 8 wherethe various
proportions are as follows: N2, 0.7808; O•., 0.2095; At,
0.0093. The ozone distribution which has been adopted is
based on rocket measurementspublishedby Krueger [1973]
and soundingballoon measurementspublishedby Hering and
Borden[1965]. As the standardatmosphericmodel, this ozone
distribution does not represent all conditions but can be
taken as a model in order to avoid too speculativeconclusions.
If the absorption cross sectionsas presentedby A ckerrnan
[1971] and reproducedin Table 9 are used,it can be shownby
meansof the solarfluxesof Table 2 that the photodissociati9n
of O2 in the stratosphereis essentiallydue to the solar radiation of 3, > 190 nm. At 50 km, at the stratopauseas illustrated in Figure 16,the major part (80%) of the atomic oxygen
productionfor overheadsun conditionsoccursby absorption
of the solar radiation of 3, > 195 nm. When the penetration of solar radiation in the stratosphereoccurs the important part of the spectrumcorrespondsto the region centered at 210 nm between

220 and 200 nm.

For

overhead

sun conditions the atomic oxygen production for 3, > 195
nm is 85% at 40 km, 87% at 35 km, 91% at 30 km, and 96%

at 25 km. When high precision is required for the photodissociationrate of molecular oxygenat the stratopauseand in
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS
the upper stratosphere,the predissociationin the SchumannRunge bands must be introduced. Furthermore, when the
The atmosphericpropertiesof the stratospherecannot be photodissociationof minor constituentsdependson the solar
studied without the use of a certain number of tables repre- radiation at 3, < 200 nm, it is necessaryto introduce the effect
senting basic quantities such as total pressure,temperature, of the rotational structure of the Schumann-Runge bands as
and concentrationsof the principal constituents.Furthermore, shown in Figure 17.
In order to facilitate visualization of the behavior of the O8
sincethe purposeof a detailedanalysisof the stratosphere
is to
take into account increasedknowledgein the ozone distribu- and O2 absorption in the stratosphere,curves illustrative of
tion and in the detection of important trace constituents,the this absorption are shown in Figure 18. Molecular oxygen is
the major absorbing molecule at the stratopauselevel, but
principal observationalresults must be considered.
The U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1962) can be used as a ozone plays the leading role in the mean stratosphere(25-30
basis for the principal parameters.Table 7 gives numerical km). Thus the photodissociation of molecular oxygen is
values which can be adopted. In particular, when a mixing related to the vertical distribution of ozone and its variations.
Another important aspectis the verticaldistributionof the
ratio is given, a referenceshouldbe given to an atmospheric
model in order to establish the exact concentrations. It is also
atomic oxygenproduction;it is illustratedin Figure 19 where
convenientto presentfor this standardatmospherenumerical variouspercentagesare shown versusthe solar zenith angle.
values which can be taken as referencesfor different types of M ore than 50% is alwaysproducedabove40 km, wherephotoequilibrium conditionscan be accepted.On the other hand,
almostthe total production(97.5%) occursabove25 km, i.e.,
above the ozone peak. There is thereforeno doubt that the

I STRATOSPHERE
I EEE E

stratospheric
ozonebelowits concentration
peakis essentially

]5

25 km

u-)

o

r• •

o

..,

o

•n

due to a downward transport from the production regions.

Figure 20 is another illustrationof this distributionof the

_

ozoneformation resultingfrom the atomicoxygenproduction
with a peak in the upperstratospherebetween40 and 50 km.
The productionat 20 km is not more than 0.1%, even for
overhead

sun conditions.

Under thesestandardconditionsit is also possibleto derive
the time necessary
to producethe ozoneconcentrationasgiven
in Table 6. The variation with altitude changesas depictedin

Figure21. Above40 km, it,alwaysrequireslessthan a day;at
25 km, the times are not less than I month for continuous
overheadsun conditionsand reach a year for secX = 2, i.e.,
for a sun altitude of 30ø. Below the ozone peak, at 20 km,
•: 2/,10,•,
/,1x10/'

2222 ,•,
/,5

50
WAVE NUMBER(cr'A
-1)

5.5x10/.

Fig. 16. Dissociationof molecular oxygen in the stratosphereaccording to the wavelengthfor various heightsfrom the stratopauseto
25 km for overheadsun conditions.The percentagesare given for the
spectralrange At, = 500 cm-•; standardconditionsprevail.

morethan 2 yearswouldbe necessary
to producethe observed
ozone, and transportmust be substitutedfor production.
A standardmodel cannot representthe atmosphericconditionsin the stratosphere.
The U.S. StandardAtmosphereSupplements(1966) show the departuresof temperaturesand
pressuresof atmospheresat 30ø, 45ø, 60ø, and 75øN (winter
and summer)from the standardatmospheregivenin Table 5.
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Fig. 17. Rotationalstructureof the Schumann-Runge
bandsof O2at .300K [Ackcrrnan
½taL, ]970]from(0 - O)to
(7-1). Theoretical
determination
withlaboratory
dataareindicated
bycrosses,
andwithexperimental
continuum
byOgawa
[1971]by circles.Effectof the Herzbergcontinuumis importantfor v < 51,000cm-•

The temperature-altitudeprofilesindicatethat the important
differencesoccurbetween10 and 20 km; they are relatedto the
height of the tropopauseand have thereforean effecton the
rate coefficientsin the lower stratosphere.It is not the intention to reproduce here the various atmosphericparameters
concerningthe principalconstituents.However,it is usefulto
mention that there is an isothermallayer in the U.S. Standard
Atmosphere(1972) from 11 to 20 km with a temperatureequal
to 216.65 K. In the SupplementaryAtmospheres(1966), there
is largevariation in the tropopausetemperaturewith altitude

sphericmodels.Figures22 and 23 showthe extentof the
stratospheric
regionswith tropicalor polartropopauses.
The
extremelimits reachedby the polar tropopausein Januaryin

the northernhemisphere
(Figure22) are aboutl0ø in Africa,
while the tropical tropopausereaches40ø over the Mediterranean Sea. The curve (50%) is an indication of the

geographicregionswhere the number of observations
of
tropicalandpolartropopauses
isthesame.In thesummertime
(Figure23), thereis an extension
of the stratospheric
regions
with tropicaltropopause
towardthe northernlatitudes.Such

and winter conditions from latitude 15 ø to 75 ø.
differencesmust be introducedin the studyof the behaviorof
whenonly the meanheightis required.
However, if latitude and temperature are to be considered, the lowerstratosphere
their variation must be taken into account when lower boundHowever,it is clear from the positionof the three curvesof
variabilitywhich
ary conditionsare introducedinto the calculationof strato- Figures22 and23 that thereisa considerable
must be considered.An example deduced from a recent
for summer

102

•X,=2010
nrnI

I

I

•

•

222,2 nrn

I

STRATOSPHERE

I

analysisby Downie[1974]isillustratedby thevariouscurvesin
Figure24, whichgivethe numberof occurrences
at various
•
[ 250nlrn__latitudes
of
the
tropopause
height.
The
scatter
is
the
principal
03- 25krn
pictureof the wintertropopausefor latitudeslargerthan 30ø.
The high tropicaltropopause
(Miami, 26øN, for example)is
well-defined.Thus the climatologicalaspectis not sufficientto
assessthe atmosphericconditionsof the lower stratosphere,
O3-&0krn
and it is necessaryto considersynopticconditions.It is not
possible
to referto all publications
on thesubject,but a study
by meansof verticalcrosssections
givenbyPiaget[1971] leads
an analysisof the ozoneexchanges
betweenthe stratosphere
"• 03-50km to
and troposphere.An example of a vertical profile from
tropicalto polar regionsis givenin Figure25, wherevarious
tropopauses
are shown.The fact that this atmospheric
situa\ O2-/,0
km
tion is associatedwith the problemof the jet streamreveals
that the problemof the lowerstratosphere
cannotbe studied
&.0x10
•
with steadystateconditions
andwithconstantlowerboundary
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i•J
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m
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condition.Another indicationis givenby the verticalcrosssec-

Fig. 18. Opticaldepthof molecularoxygenand ozoneabsorption
is
in the stratosp,here
in the spectralregionleadingto Oo.dissociation
at tion illustratedby Figure26, wherea specificozoneincrease
various heights.

indicatedby three conventionaltropopauses
in the latitude
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range of lessthan 10ø. The stratosphericair intrusionin the
troposphereis related to the jet streamby variouskinds of
transport from advection to more complicateddynamic
effects.A schematic
viewof thevariousexchanges
betweenthe
lowerstratosphere
and troposphere
is depictedby Figure27,
in whichthe projectionof isentropictrajectories
is reportedin
the meridianplane perpendicularto the jet streamaxis.The
principalinversionscorresponding
to variousfrontal surfaces
and tropopausesare shownby shading.The outlineof the trajectories,after sporadicintrusionsinto the tropopausedueto

winter months in the high-latitude region when there is no
ozone production. An illustration of the ozone production is
given by Figure 30, where the annual variation at various
latitudes is shown. At the equator the total production of
atomic oxygenor ozoneformation, which is (1.4 + 0.1) X 10x8
atomsor moleculescm-2 day-x, is practicallyconstantduring
the year. At 45ø there is a strongvariation from about 3 X 10x7
moleculescm-•' day-1 in Januaryto 1.6 X 10x8moleculescm-•'
day-x in June-July. At latitudes greater than 60ø the winter
production is negligible.There is therefore no direct associa-

strong convective motions, indicates the motions of the

tropicalstratospheric
air (denotedby a) and of the tropical
tropospheric
air (denotedby b), whichtraveltowardthe jet
stream latitudes (indicated by c) above the conventional
tropopause.The region,which is indicatedby d in Figure27,

I
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secX = 1

I ÷
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_

correspondsto the subtropicaljet stream. The intrusionsof

polarstratospheric
air intothetroposphere
areillustrated
by e,
whichcorresponds
to a normalflow,and byf, whichshowsan
additionaleffectassociated
with the penetrationof polar air

k0

--

•

h$

_

inside of the cold air. Finally, it shouldbe noted how the
ozone mixing ratio is related to the various air motions. If the

•

30

--

variations of the vertical distribution of ozone and of its total

amount are associatedwith the tropopausebehavior, the
seasonal and latitudinal variations cannot be omitted. A

diagram of the annual variation of total ozone for various

latitudes
is shownin Figure28. Thecontinuous
curvesrepresentconditions
for whichall abnormalties
havebeenaveraged
out. At meanand highlatitudesthereis a verylargevariation
with maximumduringwinterand springand with minimum
duringsummerand autumn.As is clearlyindicatedin Figure
29, the highest total amounts of ozone occur in the Arctic
regionsduringthe spring,while the lowestvaluesare observed

in thetropicalregionduringthewholeyear.It isinteresting
to
see(Figure 28) how the total amountincreases
duringthe

20
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Fig. 20. Vertical distribution of the atomic oxygen production
(percentage)for variousaltitudesof the sun;hs = 90ø, overheadsun.
A layer of l-km thicknessis considered.
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Fig. 22. Limitsof the lowerstratospheric
regionsindicatedby thegeographic
distribution
of thepolarandtropical
tropopauses
in January(1957-1965)in the northernhemisphere
[Makhover,1972].
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Fig. 23. Limitsof the lowerstratospheric
regionsindicatedby the geographic
distribution
of the polarandtropical
tropopauses
in July (1957-1965)in the northernhemisphere[Makhover,1972].
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Finally, it is always useful to keep in mind that the
differences,which occur with latitude and season,are due to
and its production.Its total amountis maximumwhereand an increaseof the ozone concentrationsbelow its peak. An ilwhenit is not produced.A completeexplanationby transport lustration of the latitudinal variation is given in Figure 31,
tion between the seasonal and latitudinal distribution of ozone

requiresnot only air motionsfrom the productionregionto where there is an indication of values between 0.25 cm and
the polar stratosphere
duringabout3 monthsin orderto ex- 0.45 cm from tropical region to high latitudes,respectively;
plainthewinterincrease
butalso,if chemical
actionisnotpos- such an increase is associated with a decrease of the
sible,the generaldecreasefrom springto summer.Recent tropopauseheight.
analysesby Dobson[1973a,b] and Diitsch[1974],which
PHOTODISSOCIATION IN THE TROPOSPHERE AND
considerparticularlythe air movements
associated
with ozone
STRATOSPHERE AND ITS EFFECTS
transportin the lower stratosphere,
revealthe complexityof
the ozone vertical distribution with various kinds of variaThe photodissociation
in the lowerregionsof the terrestrial
tions.
atmosphereis of particularinterest,sinceit is the necessary
processto startvariouschemicalreactions.Molecularoxygen
issubjectto dissociation
abovetheozonepeak(•25 km) while
_

ozone is photodissociatedat ground level. The ozonephotolysis(seefor example,Welge[1974]for a recentanalysisof the
15

•

/

....

50 C ,-

/

"•""'"'"'""•i• •--20Knots

photolysisof Ox, HOx, COx, and SOxcompounds)
occursin
the visibleregionin the spectralrangeof the Chappuisbands
with productionof oxygenmolecules
and atomsin their normal states.The photodissociation
coefficientis of the orderof
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[1963].Ozone amount in centimeters(STP).
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even at ground level.
In the ultraviolet, the important processis the photodisso-
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O3 + hv(X < 310 nm)-• O•(a•Ag) + O(•D)

Fig. 31.

The relative quantum yield near the threshold at 310 nm depends on the temperature. It has been measuredby Lin and

DeMote [1973a]at stratospherictemperature(233 K), and its
variation with temperature at 313 nm has been observedby
Kuis et al. [1975]. A graph illustrative of theseresults(Figure
32) showsthat the quantum yield $ to be usedin the lower
stratospheremay be taken as follows: $ = 1.0 at 300 + 2.5
nm, 0.9 at 305 + 2.5 nm, 0.3 at 310 + 2.5 nm, and 0.05 at 315
+ 2.5 nm.

Examples of vertical distribution of ozone concentrations

associated with an increase of the total amount related to latitude in

the lower stratosphere.

vertical distribution of the O(•D) concentration is given in

Figure 33 for July and Januaryat 45øN. There is an increase
from lessthan 100D) atom cm-3 below 20 km up to more
than 100 cm-3 below the stratopause.Average valuesare indicatedcorrespondingto a total of 13 hours in July and 11
hours in January.Thus the chemicalaction of O(•D) will de..

Theproduction
ofO(•D)atoms,
which
reactwithH•Oand pend on latitude and season,as well as on the effect of the
CH4 and H• and N•O and result in OH radicals and NO

ozone amount

and its variations.

The photodissociation processes of water vapor and
molecules, respectively, depends on the absolute ozone
concentration and its vertical distribution. An example of the methane are due mainly to the effect of Lyman a in the
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0ø, overheadsun conditions,to X = 90ø, horizon [Nicolet, 1971].

mesosphere
butalsodependonthesolarradiationabsorbed
in
the spectralrange of the Schumann-Rungebands,particularly
in the lower mesosphereand upper stratosphere. Nevertheless,H•.O dissociationin the stratosphereis due mainly to
the oxidation processby excitedoxygen atoms O(•D). Photodissociationof H•.O must be consideredonly when it is required to determinethe H•. productionat Lyman a, as an upper boundary condition. In the sameway, CH, is subjectto
reactionswith O(•D) and OH (see Figure 34) and its photodissociation,associatedmainly with Lyman a and resultingin
H•. molecules,shouldbe considered
only when an upperbound-

stratopauseis about 10-' s-• (Figure 35) and reacheslow
valuesbetween10-• and 10-6 s-• at 20 km. New laboratory
data are neededin order to determinethe lossprocesses
of
H•.O•.in the stratosphereand also its exact aeronomicrole.
Finally, the vertical distribution of water vapor in the
stratosphereis not affectedby its own dissociation,sincethere

is an immediatere-formationfrom hydroxyl and hydroperoxylradicals.Its concentrationdependson the exchange
processes
betweenthe stratosphere
andtroposphere.However,
the definitivedecomposition
of methanein the stratosphere

ary conditionis neededor a knowledge
of' H•. productionis
required. Figure 34 also illustratesCO•. photodissociation, leadsto production of H•. and OH or HO•.. There is therefore
which
playsa roleit/theupperstratosphere.
a continuousaddition of water vapor moleculesrelatedto the
The absorption cross sections of HO•. measured by transportof CH, from the troposphereto the stratosphere.
Hochanadelet al. [1972] and PauckertandJohnston[1972]at 3,
The photolysisof the oxidesof nitrogensuchas NO•. and
< 260 nm lead to the photodissociation
of the hydroperoxyl NOs dependsstronglyon radiationof 3`> 300 nm, whichleads
radical in the stratosphere.This photodissociationcan be to a high photodissociation
coefficient,indicationbeingthat
neglected,sinceit is not asimportant asseveralotherreactions suchmoleculesare alwaysin photochemical
equilibrium.Preplaying significantroles.
cisevaluesare requiredfor J•o•, sinceit determines
the dayThe photodissociation
of hydrogenperoxide,whichmustbe time ratio n(NO•.)/n(NO). Variouslaboratorymeasurements
of
introducedin the study of this stratosphericconstituent,is the absorption
crosssections
havebeenmadeat roomtemperabasedon laboratorymeasurements
madein 1929[Ureyet al., ture and seemto lead to JNoa= 6 + 2 X 10-• s-• at ground
1929]and in 1948[Holt et al., 1948]for two differentspectral level [Stedmanet al., 1975a]. However, scatteringeffects
ranges.Usingthe publishedvaluesof the absorptioncrosssec- [Callis, 1974]must be introducedinto the determinationof all
tions, the photodissociation coefficient obtained at the

photodissociationcoefficientsas a function of altitude. De-

tailedanalysesby Calliset al. [ 1975]andby LutherandGelinas
[1975] showthat the Rayleighscatteringand surfacealbedo
alter the calculatedphotodissociationcoefficientsand can lead
to significantmodifications,particularly with variation of
solar zenith angles.
The absorptionspectrumof NOs has beenanalyzedin the

50

visibleregion(450-680nm) byJohnston
andGraham[1974a],
who find that the cross section is between 10-•9 and 10- •8 s- •.
• 30

If suchan absorptionleadsto rapid photodissociations,
NOs
cannot play a leading role in the ozonosphere.
The behavior of nitrous and nitric acids is different, since
20
CH/.
ßO(1D)CH/..+
OH/
J
their principal absorptionsdo not occur in the samespectral
range[Johnston
and Graham,1974a].The HNO•. crosssection
between
300
and
400 nm variesbetween10-•'øand 10-•9 cm•',
10
while the HNOa crosssection [Johnstonand Graham, 1973;
PRODUCTION RATE(cm-3sec-1)
Biaum•, 1973]increasesfrom only about 10-•'•'cm•' at 320 nm
to 10-•ø cm•' at 280 nm in the Hartley continuumof ozone.
Fig. 34. Exampleof reactionsdestroying
methaneandproducing
carbonmonoxidein the stratosphere.
SolarzenithangleX with secX HNO•. is in photochemicalequilibrium,while strongdepar= 2 and arbitraryeddydiffusioncoefficient
Kmaxare used[Nicoletand turesfrom photoequilibriumconditionsmust occurfor HNOa.
Peetermans, 1973].
A graph illustrativeof the variation of the photodissociation
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Fig. 36. Examplesof verticaldistributionof directphotodissociation coefficients
of nitric acidfor varioussolarzenithanglesX, secX =
l, 2, and 4 [Biaum•, 1973].
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Fig. 37. Examplesof vertical distribution of direct photodissociation coefficientsof nitrous oxide for various solar zenith anglesX, sec
X = 1, 1.4, 2, and 4 [Nicolet and Peetermans, 1972].

coefficient with altitude (Figure 36) shows that JHNO•is
not far from l0 -4 s-x at the stratopausebut that its value
decreasesrapidly in the stratosphereand reacheslessthan
l0 -6 s-x in the lower stratosphere.Its value is related to the

tion of correctaeronomicequationsand with the adoption of
the principal atmosphericparameters.However, it is not yet
possibleto determinewith precisionthe behavior of certain
ozone
amount.
minor constituentsand also to follow the various aspectsof
The absorptioncrosssectionof nitrous oxide varieswithin the meteorological conditions. The boundary conditions,
very low valueslessthan l0 -•a cm•' between310 and 250 nm, which are used in stratospheric models, are not always
and its photodissociationcoefficient(Figure 37) is not greater adopted to varying atmosphericconditions. On the other
than 10-8 s-x at the stratopauseand reachesonly values less hand, the eddy diffusioncoefficients,whichare chosenfor parthan 10-9 s-x in the low stratosphere.Its vertical distribution ticular transport exchanges,are often ad hoc characteristics
dependson its transport from the troposphereto the upper for vertical or vertical and latitudinal or vertical, latitudinal,
stratosphere,where its lifetime in the solar radiation field is and longitudinal features.
The cycleof carbonmonoxide(Figure38) is a prime example
only a few months. Its absolute concentrationshould be
known with precision,particularly in the upper stratosphere, of problems which required special attention [Robinsonand
wherethe productionof nitric oxide moleculesdependson the Robbins,1971]. Without going into details [see,for example,
Seiler, 1974; Seiler and SchmMt, 1974] it may be pointed out
reaction O(•D) + N20.
The photodissociationof nitric oxide must be introduced that the CO concentration must be known with precision in
into the upper stratosphereand mesosphere,since it plays a the lower stratosphere in order to determine the ratio
role in the determinationof the upper boundaryconditionsof n(OH)/n(HO•.). Its stratosphericconcentration should be
nitrogenoxidesat the stratopauselevel. The NO dissociation known at each latitude and also when the tropopause level
dependsstronglyon the predissociationeffect in the b(0 - 0) varies;an averagevalue of the mixing ratio seemsto be of the
and b(1 - 0) bands near 191-and 183 nm, which are in the order of 5 x l0 -8 in the lower stratosphere.The chemical
spectral range of the Schumann-Rungebands. An analysis aspectsas consideredby Wofsy et al. [1972], which are exmade by Cieslikand Nicolet [ 1973]showsthat the total photo- tremelyimportant, must be analyzedwith new observational
dissociation rate leads to JNo = 2 X 10-8 s-• and 8 X 10-7 S-1 data, sincethey are associatedwith the lower boundarycondifor overhead sun conditionsand a sun altitude of 30ø, respec- tions which must be applied to stratosphericCO.
In the same way, the troposphericozone problem requires
tively, at the stratopauselevel. At the mesopauselevel, the
averagevalue is d•o = 6 X 10-8 s-x. Suchvaluesindicatethat more attention, since a photochemical theory has been
and Walker [1973, 1974]and contested
an NO moleculeis still subjectto a photodissociationprocess proposedby Chameides
by Fabian [1974].The essentialproblemis to determinethe acin the upper stratosphere.
Finally, the photodissociationof chlorine species,exceptCl•.
(equation (152)), dependson the vertical ozone distribution
and the absolutevaluesof its stratosphericconcentration.The
various references,which are given in the analysisof chlorine
-- 16atom production, reactions(159) to (161), indicate that the
photodissociation of chlorofluoromethanes, carbon tetra• 12chloride, hydrogen chloride, and various chlorine oxides
occuronly in the stratosphere.The photodissociation
ratesare
relatively small, and departures from photochemical
equilibrium conditionsare always the rule. Their possibleaction on the ozone stratosphericequilibrium will be related to
o
90S
70
50
30
10 E 10
30
50
70
90N
the various transport conditions.
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FINAL
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REMARKS

We have seen that it is always possible to resolve the
theoreticalproblem of stratosphericozone with the introduc-

LATITUDE

Fig. 38. Idealizedcrosssectionof the distributionof the CO mixing ratio in the troposphereover the Atlantic Ocean, accordingto
Seiler and Schmidt [1974]. Mixing ratio in parts per million......
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Fig. 39. Observed nitric oxide concentrationsas collected by
Ackerman [1975] indicating extremelyvariable mixing ratios in the
stratosphere;all referencesare givenby Ackerman[1975]; 10-•ø, 10-9,
and 10-• lines correspondto constantmixing ratios.

tion of the reaction between HOe. and NO leading to OH and
NO: when there is a source of OH or HOe. radicals (CH4, for
example) with enoughnitrogen oxideswithout direct production of oxygen atoms from O: photodissociation.Instead of
(143), for daytime conditions, an equation such as

lO

9

lO

10

lO

lO

CONCENTRATION
(cm-3)

Fig. 41. Observed nitric acid concentrationsas collected by
Ackerman [1975]; l0 -•ø, l0 -9, and l0 -8 lines correspondto constant
mixing ratios; L-G denotesthe measurementsby Lazrusand Gandrud
[1974]; M, Murcray et al. [1974];G, Fontanellaet al. [1974];W, Fried
and Weinman[1970]; and H, Harries et al. [1974];T, analysisby the
author.

The problemsof H: and CH4 are related in the stratosphere
but may be consideredas independentin the troposphere.Recent measurementsby Schmidt [1974] and Seller and Schmidt
dn(O•)
[1974] lead to an almostconstantmixing ratio of 0.55 ppm for
+
n(Oa)[a•n(OH)+
a0,n(HO2)+
b•n(NO)]
dt
troposphericmolecular hydrogenwhich can be taken as the
-- n(NO=)Jso, + P(N)
(206) normal mixing ratio above the tropopauselevel. However,
reaction of O(•D) with CHa and formaldehydephotodissociation in the stratosphereis a small sourceof Ha molecules.Samshould be used as a first approximation.
The problemof the role of O H and HO: radicalsas studied pling [Ehhalt, 1974] in the stratosphereat variouslatitudesis
by Warneck[1974, 1975] in the tropospheremust be kept in requiredin order to obtain enoughverticalprofilesto compare
mind for the study of the lower stratospherein the regions with the calculated vertical distributions of methane and
when the tropopauseheight varies with atmosphericcondi- molecular hydrogen.
Methane plays an important role, sinceits averagemixing
tions. At the presenttime, it is very difficult to determinethe
ratio n(OH)/n(HOe.) and alsothe absolutevaluesof their con- ratio in the lower stratosphereof the order of 1.5 x 10-6 correspondsto an important fraction of the total amount of
centrationsabove the tropopauselevel.
hydrogenatomswhich can be available,sincethe H20 mixing
ratio [Mastenbrook, 1968, 1971] in the lower stratosphereis
about (3 + l) X 10-6. More stratosphericobservationsare
¸ Summer
GEORGi
neededsincethere are only two samplings[Ehhalt et al., 1975]
•
•
•
•
ACKERMAN
- MULLER
(1972)
in the upper stratosphere.It is not yet clear how the vertical
.
;0-9
and horizontal transports play their role [Wofsy et al., 1972;
INicolet
and Peetermans, 1973] in the vertical and latitudinal
k
X
•
X •
•OORE(•9?•)
vertical profilesof stratosphericCHa. At the sametime the atmospheric CHa cycle should be considered along with its
• •o
various aspects involving the decomposingorganic matter
[Robinsonand Robbins, 1971], the exact •C content [Ehhalt,
1967], and even special sources[Deuser et al., 1973]. Since
methane is subjectto lossprocessesin the whole atmosphere
10-with no re-formation process, its penetration into the
stratosphereand mesospheremust be determinedwith great
accuracy. At the present time, its residence time in the
troposphereis not known with precision [Junge, 1974].
8
9
10
11
12
10
10
10
10
l0
Nitrous oxide may be compared with methane, since they
CONCENTRATION
{c• 3}
both have a natural origin and are both destroyedwithout any
Fig. 40. Observednitrogendioxide concentrationsas collectedby re-formation in the atmosphere. However, it seemsthat the
Ackerman [1975]' 10-•ø, 10-•, and 10-* correspondto constantmixing loss processof Ne.O moleculesis due to a photodissociation
ratios.
process.The vertical distribution of its absoluteconcentration
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in the upper stratosphere should be known at various
latitudes,sinceN20 leadsto NO when it reactswith O(•D).
The detailed study by Sch½itzet al. [1970] showsthat the
averagemixing ratio is 2.5 X 10-7 in the tropospherewith
perhapsan increasefrom 1966 to 1969correspondingto the
observationperiod. Since oceansand land act as sourcesof
nitrousoxide [Hahn, 1974], a residencetime of the order of l0
years [Junge,1974] is short in comparisonwith the lifetime in
the solarradiation field. Another lossprocessis requiredor the
absorption cross sectionsof NaO in the ultraviolet spectrum
will not be correct. It is extremely important to develop an
observationalstudyof nitrous oxide, sinceit is directlyrelated
to the production of stratosphericnitric oxide.
Furthermore,the problemof the oxidesof nitrogenand of
the oxyacidsof nitrogen is far from solution. The superabun-

nitric oxide cycle. Recent measurementsat ground level of
HNO2 by Nash [1974] lead to mixing ratios from 1 to 10 ppb
whichmustbe explainedby its variousreactionswith nitrogen
oxides and hydroxyl and hydroperoxyl radicals. The
stratospheric
role of HNO8 as a lossprocessof nitrogenoxides
requiresspecialattention. Recent measurementsas shownin
Figure 41 reveal the range of possiblevariations and particularly of the vertical distribution in the lower stratosphere.
Very important observationshave been made in 1974 by
Murcray et al. [1975] on the HNO8 total contentat altitudesof
12-16 and 18 km. An exampleof their resultsis givenin Figure
42 and clearly shows a strong latitude effect and also a
seasonal effect. A variation

of more than a factor of 3 must be

taken into accountin the analysisof the action of nitrogenoxides. There is therefore

a clear indication

that the introduction

dance of sources of nitric oxide as described in the section on

of observationaldata on stratospherictrace constituentsin the
reactionsin a nitrogen-hydrogen-oxygen
atmosphereindicates analysisof stratosphericozone will modify the presentquanthat it is not yet possible to make quantitative statements titative conclusions deduced from the theoretical models,
without introducing ad hoc working hypotheses.We cannot which cannot considerall aspectsrelated to aeronomic and
here discussthe variousobservationaland theoreticalaspects. meteorologicalprocesses.
However, if we consider the first observational results as

describedby Ackerman [1975], we see (Figure 39) that the
variation of the NO concentrationsin the stratosphererequires an interpretation, since the nitrogen oxides are introducedin the stratosphericmodels.On the other hand, the
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